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SUMMARY
Computer vision is the science that studies how machines understand scenes and automatically
make decisions based on meaningful information extracted from an image or multi-dimensional
data of the scene, like human vision. One common and well-studied field of computer vision is
visual tracking. It is challenging and active research area in the computer vision community. Visual
tracking is the task of continuously estimating the pose of an object of interest from the background
in consecutive frames of an image sequence. It is a ubiquitous task and a fundamental technology of
computer vision that provides low-level information used for high-level applications such as visual
navigation, human-computer interaction, and surveillance system.
The focus of the research in this thesis is visual tracking and its applications. More specifically,
the object of this research is to design a reliable tracking algorithm for a deformable object that
is robust to clutter and capable of occlusion handling and target reacquisition in realistic tracking
scenarios by using statistical and geometric methods. To this end, the approaches developed in
this thesis make extensive use of region-based active contours and particle filters in a variational
framework. In addition, to deal with occlusions and target reacquisition problems, we exploit the
benefits of coupling 2D and 3D information of an image and an object.
In this thesis, first, we present an approach for tracking a moving object based on 3D range
information in stereoscopic temporal imagery by combining particle filtering and geometric active
contours. Range information is weighted by the proposed Gaussian weighting scheme to improve
segmentation achieved by active contours. In addition, this work present an on-line shape learning
method based on principal component analysis to reacquire track of an object in the event that it
disappears from the field of view and reappears later. Second, we propose an approach to jointly
track a rigid object in a 2D image sequence and to estimate its pose in 3D space. In this work, we
take advantage of knowledge of a 3D model of an object and we employ particle filtering to generate
xiv
and propagate the translation and rotation parameters in a decoupled manner. Moreover, to continu-
ously track the object in the presence of occlusions, we propose an occlusion detection and handling
scheme based on the control of the degree of dependence between predictions and measurements of
the system. Third, we introduce the fast level-set based algorithm applicable to real-time applica-
tions. In this algorithm, a contour-based tracker is improved in terms of computational complexity
and the tracker performs real-time curve evolution for detecting multiple windows. Lastly, we deal
with rapid human motion in context of object segmentation and visual tracking. Specifically, we
introduce a model-free and marker-less approach for human body tracking based on a dynamic
color model and geometric information of a human body from a monocular video sequence. The
contributions of this thesis are summarized as follows:
• Reliable algorithm to track deformable objects in a sequence consisting of 3D range data by
combining particle filtering and statistics-based active contour models.
• Effective handling scheme based on object’s 2D shape information for the challenging situa-
tions in which the tracked object is completely gone from the image domain during tracking.
• Robust 2D-3D pose tracking algorithm using a 3D shape prior and particle filters on SE(3).
• Occlusion handling scheme based on the degree of trust between predictions and measure-
ments of the tracking system, which is controlled in an online fashion.
• Fast level set based active contour models applicable to real-time object detection.
• Model-free and marker-less approach for tracking of rapid human motion based on a dynamic




In this chapter, we introduce the definitions of computer vision and visual tracking with their various
applications. We describe several difficult problems in visual tracking, and propose methods to solve
them. Contributions of this thesis and a brief summary of the contents of the remaining chapters are
included at the end of this chapter.
1.1 Computer Vision and Visual Tracking
Computer vision is the science that studies how machines see (or understand) scenes and auto-
matically make decisions based on meaningful information extracted from an image or multi-
dimensional data of the scene, like human vision [41]. The design of a computer vision system
strongly depends on its application and intended functionality, but it is generally composed of three
processes: image acquisition to obtain data, image processing to extract useful information, and
image understanding and interpretation to use this information for making higher level decisions.
One common and well-studied field of computer vision is visual tracking, which is challenging
and active research area in the computer vision community. Visual tracking is the task of contin-
uously estimating the pose (position and orientation) of an object of interest from the background
in consecutive frames of an image sequence. A large number of tracking algorithms have inspired
significant interest in recent years (see [9, 8, 42, 123], references therein, and literature reviewed
in each chapter of this thesis). The motion of an object is observed using an image input device
(e.g., a digital camera or a 3D scanner) that generates a sequence of images at discrete time steps.
And the task of tracking refers to state estimation of the relative camera-target pose from an image
sequence. It is a ubiquitous task and a fundamental technology of computer vision that provides
low-level information used for high-level applications that include:
• Vehicle guidance and control: vision-based path planning and obstacle avoidance for an Un-
manned Ground Vehicle (UGV). The automated landing system for an Unmanned Aerial
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Vehicle (UAV).
• Visual navigation: visual SLAM (Simultaneous Localization and Mapping) for autonomous
robots.
• Motion capture: tracking and recording human movements later to be used for rendering
process of an animated character or medical analysis of a subject’s movement.
• Medical instrument: vision guided or tele-operative surgery for treatment.
• Human-computer interaction: systems recognizing people’s actions (or gestures) to drive
computer devices, and to provide the user with feedback from the computer.
• Surveillance system: automated surveillance system monitoring a scene to detect suspicious
activities or abnormal motion pattern.
• Traffic control: traffic monitoring system gathering traffic statistics to control traffic flow.
• Manufacturing: vision control system to allow a robot arm to pick up and deliver a designated
object by measuring its position and orientation.
The overall motion of an object can be described by the combination of global motion of the
object and its local deformations [121]. Therefore, the objective of object tracking is to estimate a
temporal function describing the group displacement and shape deformation of an object. Track-
ing a deformable object can be accomplished with a contour-based tracker [77, 88] in which object
segmentation is carried out by active contours [52]. Image (or object) segmentation is the task of
clustering pixels into salient image regions corresponding to meaningful objects or regions in static
imagery. This task usually leads to the separation an object of interest from the background in an
image. Active contours provide a robust framework to address the problem of image segmenta-
tion; they are based on variational methods in which the closed curve evolves or deforms so as to
minimize a defined energy functional until they delineate the borders of an object of interest. In
the contour-based tracker, active contours begin their evolution at the initial position predicted by
the motion model and evolve to segment the object of interest. Upon convergence, the object is
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represented by the closed contours. Thus, the contour-based tracker is suitable for tracking the ob-
ject with complex shape. The extracted shape information of the tracked object is further used for
advanced applications, such as shape learning and classification.
To accurately estimate the position of an object of interest, reliable measurement is necessary.
In the contour-based tracker, segmentation results commonly obtained by active contours usually
serve as a measurement model. However, active contours often lead to poor segmentation results
because of noise, various photometric artifacts, clutter, etc; thus, it is not guaranteed to converge to
the exact boundary of an object. To remedy this problem, 3D range data (or depth maps), computed
by determining correspondences from stereo sequences, can be used to improve the quality of the
segmentation task via active contours. Such a sensor-fusion approach provides more robust state es-
timate in a sequence of images as well as leads to robust segmentation in a single image. In addition,
a 3D shape prior can be used to improve tracking performance. In particular, the knowledge of a 3D
model allows the tracker to capture various aspects of the tracked object with respect to its dynamic
motion than using a collection of 2D shape priors and to be extended to jointly estimate object’s 2D
and 3D positions in a single framework, which is also known as the 2D-3D pose tracking problem.
In a real-world sequence, several challenges arise, such as scene illumination changes, changes
in the objects size or appearance, and rapid or complex object motion. These problems of tracking
can be simplified by imposing constraints on the motion of the object of interest and defining its
appearance model. For example, tracking algorithms usually assume that the motion of the object
is smooth with no abrupt or erratic changes and follows simple dynamics, such as constant velocity
or acceleration. Further assumptions, such as the number and the size of the object, can also be
adopted to simplify the problem. However, object tracking becomes more challenging when the
object of interest is in the presence of noise and clutter because it may not appear as the assumed
model. Moreover, it is particularly difficult to effectively handle the challenging situations in which
the tracked object is partially occluded or completely gone from the image domain during tracking.
Such a complex situation is challenging (but common) in realistic tracking scenarios. In general,
to solve these problems, a filtering scheme (e.g., Kalman filters or particle filters) is incorporated
to effectively treat the dynamic nature of the observed 2D scene and to increase the robustness of
tracking. This scheme makes use of information about the dynamics of the object learned on-line or
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off-line. In addition, one can take advantage of the object’s shape information. Shape information
provides necessary constraints for maintaining track when the object being tracked is occluded in a
cluttered environment or disappears completely. The additional information is used to make up for
poorly distinguishable statistics between the object and background or missing parts of the object.
1.2 Contributions and Organization of this Thesis
The focus of the research in this thesis is visual tracking and its applications. More specifically,
the object of this research is to design a reliable tracking algorithm for a deformable object that
is robust to clutter and capable of occlusion handling and target reacquisition in realistic tracking
scenarios by using statistical and geometric methods. To this end, the approaches developed in
this thesis make extensive use of region-based active contours and particle filters in a variational
framework. In addition, to deal with occlusions and target reacquisition problems, we exploit the
benefits of coupling 2D and 3D information (3D range data or a 3D shape prior) and supplementary
information such as object’s shape in 2D. The contributions of the present work and the problems
considered here are as follows:
• Reliable algorithm to track deformable objects in a sequence consisting of 3D range data by
combining particle filtering and statistics-based active contour models.
• Effective handling scheme based on object’s 2D shape information for the challenging situa-
tions in which the tracked object is completely gone from the image domain during tracking.
• Robust 2D-3D pose tracking algorithm using a 3D shape prior and particle filters on SE(3).
• Occlusion handling scheme based on the degree of trust between predictions and measure-
ments of the tracking system, which is controlled in an online fashion.
• Fast level set based active contour models applicable to real-time object detection.
• Model-free and marker-less approach for tracking of rapid human motion based on a dynamic
color model and geometric information of a human body.
This thesis is divided into five main chapters that are meant to be relatively self-contained. The
followings are brief summaries and contributions of the remaining chapters of this thesis:
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• Chapter 2: we briefly introduce some of the basic ideas for geometric active contours with
level set methods and Bayesian state estimation with particle filtering. These ideas are exten-
sively used to design tracking frameworks proposed in this thesis.
• Chapter 3: we propose an approach for tracking an object of interest based on 3D range data.
We employ particle filtering and active contours to simultaneously estimate the global motion
of the object and its local deformations. The proposed algorithm takes advantage of range
information to simplify and improve the segmentation process via active contours. The track-
ing framework proposed in this chapter deals with the challenging (but common) situation
in which the tracked object disappears from the image domain entirely and reappears later.
To cope with this problem, a method based on principle component analysis (PCA) of shape
information is proposed. In the proposed method, if the target disappears out of frame, shape
similarity energy is used to detect target candidates that match a template shape learned on-
line from previously observed frames. Thus, we require no priori knowledge of the target’s
shape. Moreover, to simplify the tracking framework and to improve the computational effi-
ciency, an alternative tracking framework using dynamic weighted depth maps is proposed;
the weighted depth maps are dynamically generated based on the previous tracking results.
In this approach, the global motion of the tracked object can be estimated by active contour
segmentation using the proposed dynamic weighting scheme. Experimental results of both
frameworks show the practical applicability and robustness of the proposed algorithms in
realistic tracking scenarios.
• Chapter 4: we present a visual pose tracking algorithm based on Monte Carlo sampling of
special Euclidean group SE(3) and knowledge of a 3D model. In general, the relative pose of
an object in 3D space can be described by sequential application of transformation matrices at
each time step. Thus, the objective of this work is to find a transformation matrix in SE(3) so
that the projection of an object transformed by this matrix coincides with an object of interest
in the 2D image plane. To do this, first, the set of these transformation matrices is randomly
generated via an autoregressive model. Next, 3D transformation is performed on a 3D model
by these matrices. Finally, a region-based energy model is designed to evaluate the optimality
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of a transformed model’s projection. In order to further improve the performance of 2D-3D
pose tracking and occlusion handling, we propose a new filtering based tracking framework.
In particular, we revisit a joint 2D segmentation/3D pose estimation technique of [25], and
extend it by incorporating particle filters to track the object and its corresponding pose. More-
over, to allow the algorithm to continuously track the object in the presence of occlusions, the
following scheme is developed. First, a histogram-based appearance model is created and
updated to detect occlusions. Second, a dynamical choice of how to invoke the objective
functional is performed online to handle the occlusion. The decision is based on the degree of
occlusion and the variation of the object’s pose to control the degree of dependence between
predictions and measurements of the system. Experimental results demonstrate the practical
applicability and robustness of the proposed methods in several challenging scenarios.
• Chapter 5: we present an algorithm for the detection of windows using active contours. The
proposed algorithm provides a robust and fast segmentation approach for real-time applica-
tions. Active contours implemented in the level set framework have naturally high computa-
tional complexity since the curve is implicitly represented by a higher dimensional function.
The tracker performs real-time curve evolution for detecting windows by combining two fast
algorithms for level set methods proposed by Song and Chan [107] and Shi and Karl [105] in
the framework of the Chan-Vese active contour model [13]. The proposed method is designed
to detect multiple windows fast enough for an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) to carry out
missions in the 2008 International Aerial Robotics Competition (IARC).
• Chapter 6: we deal with rapid human motion in context of object segmentation and visual
tracking. Specifically, we introduce a model-free and marker-less approach for human body
tracking based on a dynamic color model and geometric information of a human body from
a monocular video sequence. A multivariate Gaussian distribution is learned online from
sequential frames to represent the non-stationary color distribution. Images are first filtered
according to the current color model allowing a human body to be segmented from a back-
ground. Next, the segmented image is partitioned based on geometric prior knowledge of
the human skeleton and each body part of interest is separately tracked. Finally, eigen-axis
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based joint angle estimation is carried out to evaluate jumping and landing posture. The re-
sulting data facilitates motion analysis of a specific set of clinically interesting quantities;
then, post-operative evaluation and correlation of injury statistics with a subject’s mechanics
can be carried out. The proposed approach is tested on different views of human jumping
and landing sequences in a noisy and cluttered environment with video from a mobile-phone
camera. Experimental results demonstrate the practical applicability and robustness of the




The works of this thesis are inspired by contour-based tracking frameworks and non-linear filtering
schemes. Thus, in this chapter, we briefly introduce some of the basic ideas for geometric active
contours with level set methods and Bayesian state estimation with particle filtering. These pre-
liminaries will be cornerstone of this thesis and they will be extensively used in the works of this
thesis.
2.1 Geometric Active Contours and Level Set Methods
Since the introduction of deformable contours or snakes by Kass, Witkin, and Terzopoulos [52],
curve evolution has been widely used for segmentation in single images as well as visual tracking in
image sequences. The basic idea of active contour models is to evolve or deform the closed curve so
as to minimize an energy functional by gradient descent until it delineates the borders of an object
of interest in an image (see [52, 111] for details). Thus, curve evolution is driven by a gradient
flow of an energy functional, which depends on either local or global properties of the image and
external constraints, such as smoothness or shape. Active contours are generally categorized into
two types; edge-based and region-based. In the former, the contour evolves in response to local
image features such as image gradient while in the latter, the contour evolves in response to regional
image statistics. Since only information located close to the evolving contour is examined in edge-
based models, edge-based models are susceptible to noise, weak edges, and missing information.
On the other hand, compared to edge-based models, region-based approaches are robust to noise
because it utilizes more global information of an image.
In region-based models, the evolution of the curve depends on region statistics. Many of the
region-based models have been inspired by the region competition work of Zhu and Yuille [126]. In






Using the divergence theorem and a fixed parameterization p ∈ [0, 1] of the curve C, which is




< F, N > ds =
∫ 1
0
< F, JCp > dp (2)
where F is a vector field chosen so that∇·F(x) = f(x). N denotes the unit normal of C and ds is





is the direct π2 -rotation matrix. Now differentiating












+ 〈F, JCpt〉 dp (3)
where dFdx denotes the Jacobian matrix of F with respect to x. By using the integration by parts and








































〈Ct, fN〉 ds. (4)
From (4), one can derive the gradient flow of C that minimizes the energy E(C) in (1) (see Ap-
pendix A for details):
∂C
∂t
= −∇CE = −fN. (5)
For region-based active contours, many separation energies between inside and outside of the curve
have been proposed to drive the segmenting curve toward the boundaries of an object. For example,
distinct mean intensities [13, 120], Gaussian distributions [81, 23], and intensity histograms [73, 53]
are generally used for the objective energy.
To implement active contours, the closed curve can be represented explicitly [52] or implic-
itly [12]. The explicitly represented curve is evolved by updating the corresponding parameters or
control points while the implicitly represented curve is evolved via the level set methods introduced
by Osher and Sethian [78, 102]. The level set methods offer a powerful representation tool for the
numerical implementation of curve evolution. This method can automatically handle topological




Figure 1: (a) Level sets of an embedding function φ. (b) The closed curve C in R2. The curve C
is implicitly represented as a level set of φ. Figures are obtained from [102].
in handling. Using level set methods makes a flow of the contours to be geometric because their
curve evolution depends only on geometric properties of the contour, and is independent of param-
eterization. In the level set methods, a closed curve C is represented as the zero level set of a higher
dimensional function φ, which is typically chosen to be a signed distance function such that φ < 0
inside C and φ > 0 outside C. Therefore, the curve can be described by an implicit surface as (see
Figure 1.)
C = {x | φ(x) ≡ 0, x ∈ Ω} (6)
where Ω is the domain of an image I(x): R2 → Z which is mapping to the photometric variable
z ∈ Z. By doing so, the curve C propagates implicitly as the level set function φ evolves explicitly.




Figure 2: Segmentation results of (a) the airplane, and (b) the cavern using the region-based active
contours implemented by the level set methods. The region-based energy is based on [13]. Left to
right: initial, intermediate and final contours.
respect to t using the chain-rule, we have
∂
∂t


















where the unit (outward) normal is defined in terms of φ as N = ∇Cφ‖∇Cφ‖ , and νN is the normal part
of ∂C∂t . Note that the tangential part of
∂C
∂t is eliminated and only the normal part remains since∇Cφ
is perpendicular to the tangent to C(t) in (7), and the inner product is zero. Finally, the gradient








= ‖∇Cφ‖ 〈∇CE,N〉 . (9)
Thus, by substituting (5) into the equation above, i.e.,∇CE = fN, the level set flow of the region-
based active contours is represented by level set function φ as
∂φ
∂t
= f ‖∇Cφ‖ . (10)
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Figure 2 shows the segmentation results using region-based active contours implemented by level
set methods.
2.2 Bayesian State Estimation and Particle Filters
The overall objective of state estimation is to estimate a (hidden) variable of interest governing a
particular underlying system with respect to what is being observed or measured. With this goal,
we let st be a (usually hidden or not observable) state vector and zt be a set of observations. Then,
a nonlinear stochastic system can be described by a stochastic discrete-time state space transition
(dynamic) equation and the stochastic observation (measurement) equation as
st+1 = ft(st, ut)
zt = ht(st, vt)
(11)
where t is the time index, and the functions ft(·) and ht(·) are a time-varying nonlinear system
and a measurement equation, respectively. ut and vt are independent and identically distributed
(iid) random variables representing noise whose probability density functions (pdfs) are known.







where z0 is the set of no measurements.
The Bayesian approach is to find estimates of st based on all available measurements up to time
t, z1:t, by approximating the conditional pdf of st, p(st|zt). In the Bayesian context, the conditional
pdf p(st|z1:t) is estimated in a recursive manner including the prediction step and the update step.
In the prediction step, the a priori of the state st at time t with knowledge of the measurement zt up








Note that st is entirely determined by st−1 and ut in (11).
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At the time step t, when a new measurement zt becomes available, we obtain a posteriori pdf


















This is an update of the prior pdf p(st|z1:t−1) using the measurement zt. Here, the pdf p(zt|z1:t−1)








where p(zt|st, zt−1) = p(zt|st) since zt only depends on st and vt in (11). Now, one can compute an
optimal state estimate with some criteria. For example, the minimum mean-square error (MMSE)
estimate is the conditional mean of st or the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate is the maximum
of the posterior p(st|z1:t)
The recursive estimation of the posterior density cannot be determined analytically, i.e., the
analytic solutions of these equations above are not available except a small restrictive number of
cases. For example, if ft(·) and ht(·) are linear models with Gaussian noise distributions, Kalman
filter [50] produces the optimal state estimate. For nonlinear models, one has to use approxima-
tions for the analytic solution of the Bayesian prediction and update equations in (13) and (14),
and use nonlinear filters, such as the unscented Kalman filter or the particle filter. Nonlinear fil-
tering is the process of estimating the state of a nonlinear stochastic system from non-Gaussian
and noisy observation data. In particular, particle filtering is a popular method to solve nonlinear
and/or non-Gaussian Bayesian filtering problem with Monte Carlo Simulation. In the contour-based
tracker, the measurement model is highly non-linear due to the effects of the curve evolution and
the state density of the system is non-Gaussian. Thus, in the presented works of this thesis, particle
filtering [37, 4] is adopted to cope with this non-linearity and non-Gaussian estimation problems.
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Sequential Bayesian filtering estimation with Monte Carlo simulation, called particle filtering,
was first introduced by Gordon, Salmond, and Smith [37]. In recent years, it has proven to be a
powerful scheme for non-linear and non-Gaussian estimation problems due to its simplicity and
versatility [4].
DrawingN >> 1 independent samples {sit}i=1,...,N from p(st|z1:t), one can properly construct
an empirical estimate of the true hidden state st. However, generating samples from the posterior
distribution p(st|z1:t) is usually not possible (e.g., ft(·) and ht(·) are nonlinear). Thus, if one
can only generate samples from a similar (or proposal) density q(st|z1:t) ≈ p(st|z1:t) instead of
the desired distribution, the problem becomes one of “importance sampling.” That is, one can
form a Monte Carlo estimate of st by generating N samples according to q(st|z1:t) with associated
importance weights {wit}i=1,...,N at each time t. More importantly, as the algorithm progresses and
if N is chosen sufficiently large, the proposal distribution can be shown to “evolve” toward the
correct posterior distribution, i.e., q(st|z1:t) = p(st|z1:t).
Thus, the generic algorithm begins by first sampling N times from initial state distribution,
p(s0). Following this, the algorithm can be decomposed in two steps: the prediction step and the
update step. Using importance sampling [29], the prediction step is the act of drawing N samples
from the alternative proposal distribution q(st|z1:t). As new information arrives online at time t
from the observation zt, one needs to evaluate the “fitness” of the predicted samples or particles.
In other words, as zt becomes available, the measurement or update step in particle filtering is




p(zt | sit)p(sit | sit−1)
q(sit | si1:t−1, z1:t)
(16)
where p(zt | sit) is the likelihood of the arrived observation at time t. Also, wit is the normalized




t = 1. Furthermore, if q(s
i
t | si1:t−1, z1:t) = q(sit | sit−1, zt), then
the important density q depends only on the st−1 and zt as
wit ∝ wit−1
p(zt | sit)p(sit | sit−1)
q(sit | sit−1, zt)
. (17)
From the above approach, the filtering distribution is represented by a set of samples sit and its
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Figure 3: A graphical representation of sequential importance resampling (SIR) particle filters.
associated weights wit as
p(st | z1:t) ≈
N∑
i=1
witδ(st − sit) (18)
where δ denotes the Dirac function. It can be shown that the approximation (18) approaches the true
posterior density as N → ∞. Moreover, one can now obtain an empirical estimate of the state st
via maximum likelihood or through a different statistical measure.
Importance sampling causes most particles to have negligible weight after a few iterations,
which is called the sampling degeneracy problem. To avoid this, one can apply a re-sampling
scheme, which can generally be done by replicating particles in proportion to their weights. Se-
quential importance resampling (SIR) is a very commonly used particle filtering algorithm. This
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process eliminates samples with low weights and chooses better particles [90]. The graphical repre-
sentation of SIR particle filters [37] is shown in Figure 3. On the other hand, it produces the loss of
diversity for a set of particles, i.e., particles with high weights are selected too much, and thus the
others disappear as time goes on. Therefore, all of the particles will eventually collapse to the same
value. To alleviate this sample impoverishment, Some techniques have been proposed to improve
the sample diversity in the literature, such as regularized particle filter [75] and the Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) move step [36]; see [90] for detailed discussion.
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CHAPTER III
OBJECT TRACKING AND TARGET REACQUISITION BASED ON 3D RANGE
DATA FOR MOVING VEHICLES
In this chapter, we propose a reliable algorithm to track a deformable object in a time-varying se-
quence of 3D range data by combining particle filtering and geometric active contours. In addition,
this work will present an on-line shape learning method based on principal component analysis
(PCA) to reacquire track for an object of interest in the event that it disappears from the field of
view and reappears later.
We separate the object tracking problem into two parts based on the idea of deformotion [121]
in which the overall motion of an object can be described by the combination of a global motion
and local deformations: the prediction of temporal change of the object’s position and the object
segmentation for each frame. More specifically, the proposed algorithm is comprised of the filtering
process (for tracking the global motion obtained by particle filtering) and the segmentation process
(for tracking local deformations achieved by active contours).
As part of the segmentation approach, a weighted depth map is defined, and the curve evolution
for object extraction is performed via the Bhattacharyya gradient flow which is exploited due to its
robustness to noise of a cluttered depth map. Range information is filtered by the proposed weight-
ing scheme to improve the quality of active contour segmentation, and to better estimate the global
motion of the object. In the filtering process, particle filtering and active contours are employed in
conjunction to estimate the global position of the object in the weighted image space. For motion
estimation, comparable approaches using the filtering schemes in conjunction with active contour
models may be found in [87, 88, 24, 97]. In addition, we define a certain similarity shape energy
based on a statistical shape model to achieve continuous tracking without the prior shape model for
a uncertain period of time even if the object is not observable, i.e., the object being tracked is fully
occluded or leaves the scene completely.
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Lastly, we propose a dynamic weighting scheme in which the weighted depth maps are dynam-
ically generated based on the previous tracking results. We further assume that the motion of the
object is smooth throughout a sequence so that the objects, segmented via active contours, between
consecutive frames overlap each other. Based on this assumption, the global motion of the tracked
object can be estimated by active contour segmentation using the dynamically weighted depth maps
without particle filtering. This technique using the dynamic weighted depth map provides the com-
putational efficiency and simplification for the tracking framework.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In the next section, we provide some
related works to the proposed approach. In Section 3.2, we give an overview some fundamental the-
ories used in the proposed algorithms such as geometric active contours driven by the Bhattacharyya
gradient flow and statistical shape representation. Section 3.3 describes the proposed algorithms for
object tracking in stereo image sequences. First, a segmentation method that incorporates depth
information is presented. Next, a filtering algorithm used to estimate global motion is discussed.
In Section 3.4, the proposed method of disappearance and reappearance handling is presented and
discussed. Experimental results on a real image sequence using the tracking framework presented
in Section 3.5 are shown in Section 3.6. Section 3.7 introduces a method to dynamically generate
weighted depth maps. In Section 3.9, a tracking framework based on the dynamic weighting scheme
presented in Section 3.8 was tested on challenging real-world sequences. Lastly, we conclude this
chapter and discuss possible future research directions in Section 3.10. Much of this chapter is
based on [59, 57].
3.1 Introduction and Related Work
Tracking moving objects is an important task in computer vision. The task of tracking is to locate
and segment the object of interest from the background at each frame of the image sequence. Nu-
merous algorithms have been proposed to segment and track the given object in recent years (e.g.,
see [9, 8, 42, 123] and references therein).
Target reacquisition has been extensively studied in visual surveillance systems to maintain the
identity of a moving object across cameras with overlapping [11] as well as non-overlapping [43]
fields of view. Much of the work adopted a probabilistic approach to compute the correspondence
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matching of objects between multi-cameras [11, 43]. One usually integrates spatio-temporal re-
lationships with appearance information of a desired target. The work in [16] constructs a graph
based track initialization for target matching, and the Kalman filter is utilized to predict the move-
ment of a target in the blind region. In [14], a learning method based on the prior knowledge of
camera network topology is employed to build a spatio-temporal link, and a normalized histogram
is used for the appearance model. In comparison to a number of approaches for visual surveil-
lance systems, we address the reacquisition problem in the context of object tracking with a moving
camera. More specifically, the proposed method uses a single stereo camera to capture a moving
vehicle in an uncontrolled environment. Thus, the spatio-temporal link between cameras is not
applicable in our framework. In addition, we take advantage of shape information obtained from
the proposed contour-based tracker to continuously track the target instead of a histogram based
appearance model many times adopted in the surveillance system.
First of all, we briefly revisit several attempts to specifically handle occlusions in the context
of visual tracking [19, 76, 124]. Such occlusions can occur when another object lies between the
target and a camera, or the target occludes parts of itself. In general, most methods incorporate
shape information of an object of interest into a tracking framework online [124] or offline [125]
to make up for poor distinguishable statistics between the object and background or missing parts
of the object. To this end, a shape prior can be obtained or learnt from linear principal component
analysis (PCA) if the assumption of small variations in shape holds [63]. Otherwise, for highly
deformable objects, locally linear embedding (LLE) [86] or nonlinear PCA [19] may be employed.
Yilmaz et al. [124] present a contour-based method for tracking non-rigid objects using a Bayesian
framework in which the contour is implemented via level set methods and a shape energy term is
added to handle occlusions. In [87, 88], Rathi et al. propose a particle filtering algorithm, which
incorporates geometric active contours for tracking deformable objects. They also embed shape
information into the update step of particle filtering to cope with occlusions.
The works mentioned so far have only considered partial occlusion handling with prior knowl-
edge based on a shape model. Severe or complete occlusions have also been explored in the follow-
ing papers. In [76], Nguyen and Smeulders present a template matching method using an appearance
model smoothed temporally by the Kalman filter. Here, they define a maximal bound on the length
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of recoverable occlusions. After a certain number of frames, the temporal filter slowly incorporates
the occlusion into the object model. Similarly, in [56] a minimum cost computation-based template
selection is introduced to handle occlusions assuming the object reappears within a certain time and
spatial region. However, both algorithms fail track continuously when the object does not appear
again within pre-defined time or when the object presents an appearance not accounted for in the
template. Jackson et al. [45] propose an explicit model for the motion of contours that is enforced
by higher-order motion models, such as inertia. In [5], Bartesaghi and Sapiro propose a tracking
algorithm using spatio-temporal minimal surfaces in 3D space-time domain to handle severe or total
occlusions of an object.
For segmentation and tracking, we utilize 3D range data computed by determining correspon-
dences and disparity maps from stereoscopic image sequences. Depth information from disparity
maps has been used in the literature to improve the performance of object tracking and segmen-
tation tasks. For the detection of moving objects, Talukder and Matthies [110] introduced the 3D
measured flow field by combining the 2D optical flow and the disparity flow from depth maps.
Also, the authors in [3] presented a segmentation method using edge maps for a stereo image as
an external energy for active contours. The edge combination image is introduced in [34], which
is obtained from both the original intensity image and stereo-driven depth maps for contour-based
segmentation. Both approaches improve the capability in image segmentation but they have diffi-
culties in dealing with weak edge levels or boundary gaps. Adaptive object segmentation methods
based on depth and spatio-temporal information are presented in [115]. Here, different disparity
planes are used to segment the area with smooth disparity variations. In [94], a depth-based tracker
is introduced to enhance object tracking using time-of-flight range imaging sensor in the limited
illumination. The combination method of stereo-derived edge information and image intensity is
proposed in [71] for contour-based segmentation. In this chapter, we combined the advantages of
geometric active contours and range information for better performance of object segmentation and
tracking in a stereo sequence.
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3.2 Background
In this section, we briefly introduce geometric active contours driven by the Bhattacharyya gradient
flow and PCA-based shape representations.
3.2.1 Geometric Active Contours Driven by the Bhattacharyya Gradient Flow
Many active contour segmentation energies have been proposed to drive the segmenting curve to-
ward the boundaries of an object [12, 13, 20]. In the present work, we incorporate an active contour
model driven by maximizing a statistical measure of dissimilarity (known as the Bhattacharyya
distance) between the curve’s interior and exterior. We employ this particular model to deal with
highly cluttered depth maps because it is robust against noisy images and initial curve placement
while retaining the ability to segment multi-modal objects in cluttered scenes. Furthermore, it has
been shown to be computationally efficient enough for use in tracking applications [33, 73].
We now offer a brief summary of the Bhattacharyya distance, and its use in active contour seg-
mentation. From Section 2.1 of chapter 2, in the level set methods, a closed curve C is represented
as the zero level set of a higher dimensional function φ, which is typically chosen to be a signed
distance function: φ < 0 inside C and φ > 0 outside C. Now, the curve can be described by an
implicit surface: C = {x | φ(x) ≡ 0, x ∈ Ω}, where Ω is the domain of an image I(x): R2 → Z
which is mapping to the photometric variable z ∈ Z. The Bhattacharyya distance between two






which is the Bhattacharyya coefficient and varies between 0 and 1 (0 indicates a complete mismatch











where K is the given kernel. Popular choices for the kernel K are either Gaussian function or
the Dirac delta function. H(·) is the Heaviside step function such that H(φ) = 1 for φ ≥ 0 and
H(φ) = 0 for otherwise.
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Now, the optimal level set function with a regularizing term for smooth curve evolution is de-
fined as:








where α is a user defined regularization constant (α > 0) and ∇ denotes the gradient. After differ-
entiating Pi and Po and derivative of B with respect to φ, we have the gradient flow for the level set

































Here δ(·) is the delta function. Ai and Ao are the areas inside and outside the segmenting curve,
respectively. The curvature κ is given by: κ = div{ ∇φ‖∇φ‖}. The gradient flow of (23) will converge
to a contour which maximizes the discrepancy between the distributions inside and outside the
curve [73].
3.2.2 Shape Representation
Shape statistics are necessary to represent the modes and variations of shapes. In this work, we
employed the eigen-shape based representation using PCA, introduced by [63]. The basic idea
is that a given shape may be represented by a linear combination of a set of eigen-shapes after
projecting the shape into the eigen-space. Shapes are represented by the signed distance function.
In the level set framework, φi is the signed distance function determined by the zero level set,




φi. The mean-offset, φi−µ, is placed as a column vector in an matrixM (r×n) where φi ∈ Rr
and r is the number of dimensions. The covariance matrix in shape, 1nMM
T , is decomposed by the






whereU is a matrix whose column vectors represent the set of orthogonal modes of shape variations,
and Σ is a diagonal matrix of corresponding singular values. The estimated shape for φ is given by:
φ̃ = UkU
T
k (φ− µ) + µ (25)
where Uk is a matrix consisting of the first k columns of U .
3.3 Visual Tracking using 3D Information
3.3.1 Segmentation using 3D Range Data
There are many algorithms used to find stereo correspondence from a pair of rectified stereo images
(see [72, 51, 41, 98] and references therein). The output of these algorithms is a disparity map
showing the relative displacement of a pixel from one image to the other. In the proposed algorithm
we compute disparity maps using a naive sum of squared difference stereo matching scheme that
yields much lower-quality matching results than available algorithms. This is done to show the
robustness of proposed algorithm against poor-quality stereo reconstruction. Better results could be
expected if more accurate stereo correspondences were used.
The disparity space is defined as a three-dimensional projective transformation of 3D space
[x, y, z]T for a given pair of rectified stereo images [98]. The correspondence between a pixel
(x, y) in a reference image and a pixel (x′, y′) in a matching image is given by
x′ = x+D(x, y), y′ = y (26)
where D(x, y) is a uni-valued disparity function (or map) with respect to a reference image. This
disparity map can yield a 3D range value (or a depth value) for each pixel in the scene if the cameras’
calibration information is known [40]. The depth map Dp(x): R2 → D, which maps the depth
value d ∈ D, of a pair of images is represented in terms of disparity function D(x). Thus, given the
position vector [x, y, z]T of an object in the three-dimensional image space, z can be substituted
with the depth value d: [x, y, d]T .
Depth information allows simplification and improvement of the segmentation task on a single
image as well as sequence of images for the following reasons. First, the object’s 3D range values
will be quasi-homogenous, even though intensities inside the object have different photometric in-




Figure 4: (a) Original left image (left) and a disparity map (right). Segmenting the cone: initial,
intermediate and final contours using (b) only image intensity information, and (c) a disparity map.
Images are zoomed in for better visualization. The test data set is taken from [99].
depth values. These capabilities allow us to estimate parameters for active contour models such as
the maximum iteration number for curve evolution or the size of initial contours. Thus, if intensity
distribution of an object is a multi-modal and non-homogenous, the segmentation using 3D range
data can be a useful scheme to handle the following problems:
• Extracting the outlines of an object in a highly textured image.
• Object segmentation in scenes where the foreground and background have a significant depth
difference (e.g., moving vehicles, such as an aircraft in the sky or a car on a road).
Some results of segmentation using active contours driven by the Bhattacharyya gradient flow
with and without using the disparity map are shown in Figure 4. The cone of interest is located in
the rear-center of the given image. In Figure 4(b), the cone is a highly textured object, thus, the
segmenting curve does not enclose the whole outline of the cone. Instead, it converged to the edges
inside the cone. When using the disparity information, an acceptable segmentation is achieved as
shown in Figure 4(c).
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Figure 5: The concept of the weighting range information with a Gaussian Kernel N (dp, σ2w).
The dashed cube describes the probable region, which is weighted heavily by the given kernel.
3.3.2 Weighted Depth Maps
The basic idea of the proposed segmentation scheme is to weight depth values in proportion to the
probability of the appearance of the object of interest prior to curve evolution. By applying a Gaus-
sian weighting filter to the range data, unimportant noise and far-away structures are suppressed
or eliminated. This method allows for improved segmentation results and faster convergence. In
addition, it restricts the image information according to the depth value of the object and weights
the most probable regions highly.
A kernel fw is a non-negative real-valued integrable weighting function. For example, the Gaus-
sian function or a uniform function may be used. Specifically, we chose a Gaussian function whose
mode is the certain depth value dp and its variance is σ2w: N (dp, σ2w). The new weighted depth map
is given by














Figure 6: Gaussian weighting functions (left column), the weighted depth maps (middle column),
and segmentation results (right column). The Gaussian weighting kernels are constructed with (a)
σ2w = 0.1
2, (b) σ2w = 1
2, and (c) σ2w = 10
2. γ and dp are 255 and 18, respectively.
where γ is a weight parameter (γ > 0) and fs(·) is a smoothness regularization filter. The weight
parameter γ is assigned as 255 in our case, but it can be any positive value without loss of generality.
The typical choice for fs(·) is a morphological smoothing filter or an isotropic Gaussian filter. The
size of the filter depends on the noise present in the sequence. Figure 5 shows the concept of the
proposed weighting on range data, where the probable region is defined as the limited or sliced area
within one standard deviation of the given depth value dp.
The variance of the kernel fw is chosen based on how confidently one can estimate the depth
of the target. A large variance should be chosen if the image data is noisy or has poor contrast.
Alternatively, if the variance is very small, the target will appear more prominent, but loss of the
object information can occur. In addition, this value should be adjusted online according to the
depth and size of the object. Figure 6 shows the segmentation results using Gaussian function with
different variances. Note that good results are obtained when σ2w is chosen so that the weighting
function accurately reflects the variation of depth values seen in the target. In practice, we have
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(a) (b)
Figure 7: (Upper row of (a) and (b), left-to-right) Original left image with an initial contour, depth
map, and the weighted depth map with (a) fw ∼ N (18, 12), and (b) fw ∼ N (57, 2.52). (Lower
row of (a) and (b), left-to-right) Segmentation results using only image intensity information, depth
map, and the weighted depth map. Images are zoomed in for better visualization. γ = 255.
(a) Occlusion handling using range information
(b) Segmentation of a car through partial occlusions
Figure 8: (a) Original depth map (left), a result after weighting range data (middle), and a result
after a morphological smoothing filter (right). (b) Original left image with an initial contour (far
left), segmentation results using only image intensities (the second column), depth map (the third
column), and the weighted depth map (far right).
found that σ2w = [1
2, 32] works well in most cases.
In this work, segmentation is achieved with the active contours driven by the Bhattacharyya flow
introduced in Section 3.2.1. The kernel K in (23) is defined by delta function δ(·). By substituting






























Figure 7 shows a robust segmentation result in a highly cluttered environment. As can be seen
in the results, since the backgrounds (e.g., the ground, skies and trees) are far from the trucks, the
proposed algorithm is well suited for this type of segmentation. Note that the range information in
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Figure 7 is scattered and the trucks are not easily distinguished from the backgrounds. However,
the proposed weighting scheme allows the trucks to be segmented without loss of information and
prevents leaks into nearby structures as shown in Figure 7. Moreover, it provides an essential cue in
dealing with partial occlusions. As seen in Figure 8, the stop sign can be ignored by the proposed
weighted depth maps. Here, the stop sign disappears after weighting the depth maps and the car is
highlighted after applying a smoothing filter fs(·), and the segmentation results via active contours
in Figure 8 shows that the contours leak into the stop sign and nearby structures excepts for the case
of using the proposed scheme.
3.3.3 Filtering for Motion Estimation
We assume that the location of an object is within the probable region defined in Section 3.3.2, and
the difference of the object’s location between consecutive frames is small: [x±δx, y±δy, d±δd]T
given the position vector of the object is [x, y, d]T in three-dimensional image space, where δx, δy,
and δd are the small perturbations of each coordinate. The global motion of an object is described
by the transition of the coordinates of its centroid and depth value [xc, yc, dp]T , and the local motion
is represented by the segmenting curve C evolved by the gradient flow in (23) and (28). Thus, the







where ρ = (xc, yc)T is the centroid of an object and C denotes the contour coordinates represented
by the zero level set of φ. When a new image pair arrives, we have an observation z(t) which
is the available weighted depth map Dw(t) at time t: z(t) = Dw(t). Let a prior density be the
proposal distribution to simplify the dynamic model and let resampling be applied at every time
step [90, 106]. We then have the weight update equation from (16) as
wit = p(zt | sit)
where the likelihood of the observation is given by
p(zt | sit) = exp{−Eimage(sit, zt)}. (30)
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The proposed estimation scheme using particle filtering is described as follows:
1) Prediction Step:
(a) Generate the N particles, {sit}i=1...N around st−1 in the following manner:
ρit = ρ
i










(a) Make the weighted depth map based on (dp)it from (27):
(Dw)t = (fw )t((Dp)t)
where










(b) Evolve the curve over the weighted depth map for each sit for l iterations. l is generally
a small number, which is carefully selected in consideration of the degree of trust of the
system and measurement models to avoid sample degeneracy and sample impoverishment.
In our proposed filtering framework, the careful choice of the number of curve evolutions,
introduced in [88, 97], is adopted to solve both problems. More specifically, if l is chosen
to be too large, this can lead to sample degeneracy due to the loss of temporal coherency.
Likewise, choosing l to be too small results in sample impoverishment because all particles
would not move to the region of the high likelihood [88, 97]. l = 3 is selected experimentally
for robust results of our experiments in Section 3.6.
(c) Compute the importance weights using (30):









(d) The posterior distribution of the system is represented by a set of weighted particles as






(e) Resample N particles according to p(st | z1:t) by using the generic resampling scheme
introduced in [90, 106]: {sit, 1/N}Ni=1.
(f) The best fitting curve, which maximizes the dissimilarity between two distributions for in-
side and outside the curve in (19) and minimizes the segmentation energy in (22), is selected
for the measurement model.








3.4.1 Disappearance and Reappearance Handling
In this section, we address the estimation problem of continuing to track an object of interest even
when it is partially or fully occluded during the course of tracking. This naturally leads to the
questions of how to detect the disappearance of an object and how to recognize the reappearance of
an object and to reacquire track.
To solve these problems, we analyze the characteristics of disappearance and reappearance in
dynamic imagery. For example, the size of an object will decrease as it disappears and increase
as it reappears. Thus, disappearance detection may be achieved by comparing the average size of
the tracked object from past frames with the object’s current size. Reappearance detection may be
accomplished by finding an object that is most similar to the tracked object before it was lost. Some
assumptions about the location at which the object will reappear are also necessary to avoid the
computational complexity of searching the entire domain and increase the possibility of reacquisi-
tion by reducing the probability of unexpected detection of a noise. In this work, we assume that the
object being tracked will appear near the last known position of the object (e.g., if the object disap-
pears on left side of the image, it will also reappear on the left side). That is, the object’s centroid
when it reappears, ρr, is constrained to be near the position of its centroid before disappearance,
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ρd. Also, the probable region when the object reappears is assumed to be the last probable region
before its disappearance. Thus, the searching region for reappearance detection is described by
ρr = [ρd − ϕ, ρd + ϕ]
(dp)r = (dp)d
(31)
where ϕ is the longest value between the average lengths of the major and minor axes of the object,
and (dp)d and (dp)r are the depth value when the object disappeared and will reappear, respectively.
Note that these assumptions may restrict the applicability of the proposed algorithms for certain very
important applications such as video surveillance in which it would be quite difficult to estimate
reappearance using the preceding set-up. Thus, in this work, the proposed algorithms are tested on
appropriate scenarios for these assumptions, such as tracking moving vehicles. Indeed, the proposed
algorithms show the best performance in following a moving car on a road with various cluttered
backgrounds as shown in our experiments in Section 3.6.
Shape analysis based on multiple feature correspondences is an indispensable tool to cope with
disappearance and reappearance. The contour tracker, proposed in the previous sections, provides
useful feature information of the segmented object in terms of the level set function φ, such as
outline, position, size, curvature, and aspect ratio of the object. From this information, we propose
the following shape energy-based disappearance and reappearance handling scheme. The basic idea
of the proposed algorithm is to define the shape similarity energy based on the feature information
of past frames, and then detect the object’s return by comparing this feature information with the
current frame and finding a candidate region that closely matches the template shape. To create the
template shape, we assume that the object being tracked deforms gradually from frame to frame,
and its shape remains similar while out of view. If all sets of shapes lie on a linear manifold and
their deformations are small, PCA can be used to provide a shape representation [86]. Thus, the
template shape of an object is obtained using PCA-based shape statistics described in Section 3.2.2.
The template shape is based on the history of the segmented object over previous frames up to
the current, rather than learned priors. More specifically, the shape of an object at time step t is
represented as a binary mask selecting regions inside the closed curve Ct. Thus, we can write this
using the Heaviside function as H(−φt). Finally, the template shape at time step t is defined as the
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H(−φt), n > 1. (32)
If the new shape, φnew, of the same class of the object is received online at time step t, the shape
dissimilarity function for φnew can be obtained from (25) and (32) as
Γ21(φnew, φTS) =
∥∥log(1 + |UkT (H(−φnew)− φTS)|)∥∥
1 +
∥∥log(1 + |UkT (H(−φnew)− φTS)|)∥∥ (33)
where | · | and ‖ · ‖ denote the absolute value and the Euclidean norm, respectively.









+ [κ(H(−φnew))− κ(φTS)]2 . (34)
Other shape descriptors can be added to regulate the feature distinction, such as the aspect ratio
or the degree of symmetry. Here, the aspect ratio of φ is defined as the ratio between the lengths of
the major and the minor axes, where these lengths are obtained from eigen-values of the covariance
matrix of φ. Also, the symmetry degree can be estimated by computing a difference between the
original shape and its reflected superimposition. One can find several relevant shape descriptors in










From (35), disappearance occurs when the shape similarity energy is sufficiently small. Indeed,
Eshape will typically decrease gradually as the object disappears from the scene. Reacquisition
of the tracked object is completed by evolving the curve in the search region until a candidate
with sufficiently high shape similarity energy is detected. Thus, we determine disappearance or





2, (φTS)t−1, φt| z1:t) < ηd < Eshape (36)
and, to detect reappearance, the condition is given by
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(a) Frame 1 (b) Frame 57 (c) Frame 70 (d) Frame 89 (e) Frame 105 (f) Frame 119
(g) Frame 135 (h) Frame 149 (i) Frame 165 (j) Frame 176 (k) Frame 180 (l) Frame 195
Figure 9: Shape Sequence. Frame order: from left to right, top to bottom. Note that the reacqui-
sition of the tracked square is achieved after (k) frame 180 , and that the other shapes except the
tracked square are ignored during the course of tracking.
(a) φTS (b) 0.66 (c) 0.62 (d) 0.5 (e) 0.37 (f) 0.52 (g) 0.45 (h) 0.39 (i) 0.21
Figure 10: (a) Template shape. From (b) to (e) Shape energies corresponding to various shapes of
the shape sequence. From (f) to (i) Shape energies of other shapes.
Figure 11: Graph of the shape energy for each frame of the shape sequence. The dashed-dotted





2, (φTS)td−1, φt| ztd:t) > ηr > Eshape (37)
where Eshape is the arithmetic mean of Eshape up to t − 1. ηd and ηr are positive thresholds
between 0 and 1 for each case of detection. The value td is the time when the object disappears.
If the condition (36) is true during tracking, then one considers target as having disappeared, and
similarly for the reappearance condition (37). Note that the proposed approach is performed without
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the prior training sets and puts no time limitation on the object’s absence.
In Figure 9, a synthetic image sequence is used to test the algorithms for disappearance and
reappearance handling based on the proposed similarity shape energy in (35). The sequence includes
several different shapes and is generated with Gaussian white noise of zero mean and 0.01 variance.
Figure 10 shows the template shape as well as the shape energies corresponding to each shape
of the shape sequence. Some different shapes’ energies are also given in Figure 10 to show the
variation of the shape energy with respect to the template shape. The change of Eshape and Eshape
for this sequence is shown in Figure 11. Note that none of the shape energies satisfied the detection
condition in (37) except the square. Thus, only the square is acquired again during the course of
tracking.
3.4.2 Discussion of the Reacquisition Method
Measuring the similarity between two objects is an important task in many areas, such as image
retrieval, object identification and visual tracking. A comprehensive review of such similarity mea-
sures is beyond the scope of this work; see [31] and references therein. Accordingly, in this sub-
section, the shape similarity based reacquisition method proposed in this work is discussed and
compared with other similarity measures in the context of visual tracking.
It is quite common in object tracking that an image region that includes the object of interest is
represented by a template model of the pixel intensities or other relevant feature information, and
then is compared to candidate regions to determine the displacement of the object over consecutive
frames. To compare or evaluate similarities between the template and an observed image (or a re-
gion), the Bhattacharyya distance [17, 113], Kullback-Leibler divergence [32], and the normalized
mutual information [66] have been proposed to evaluate the degree of a similarity between intensity
distributions. These probability-distance measures usually use histogram based distributions, which
describe the image region of interest. However, such histogram based approaches are insensitive to
the possible deformations of an object due to the lack of spatial information. Taking into consid-
eration the invariance to translation and robustness to lighting changes, some edge information and
the orientation histogram may be employed to measure the similarity with respect to the Euclidean
distance as in [118, 67]. In addition, Birchfield and Rangarajan [7] introduced a spatial histogram,
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Figure 12: Graph of the degree of similarity for some similarity measures over some frames of the
sequence in Figure 14; the proposed shape-similarity energy (SE), the Bhattacharyya distance (BH),
the diffusion distance (DF), Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL), the normalized mutual information
(MI), the spatiogram (SG), and the edge-orientation histogram (EO) were tested. In the degree of
similarity, 0 and 1 indicate complete mismatch and perfect similarity, respectively.
Table 1: Table displaying statistical information in the disappearance section during ≈50 frames
of the sequence in Figure 12. MAX, MIN, AVG, and VAR denote a maximum value, a minimum
value, an average, and a variance, respectively.
SE BH DF KL MI SG EO
MAX 0.601 0.983 0.833 0.796 0.621 0.997 0.975
MIN 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
AVG 0.257 0.708 0.438 0.268 0.420 0.699 0.576
VAR 0.028 0.171 0.077 0.083 0.060 0.167 0.118
or spatiogram, in which some information of the geometry of an object feature distribution is in-
volved. This work showed improved performance of tracking for a mean-shift based tracker. On
the other hand, the similarity measure used in [7] is not suited for small spatial changes of the given
object’s features. To overcome this, the work of [18] formulates a similarity measure based on
the spatiogram and the Bhattacharyya coefficient for robust object localization. Recently, Ling and
Okada [65] exploited the diffusion process to derive a cross-bin histogram distance, called diffusion
distance, which is robust to the object’s deformation and a lighting change in histogram-based local
descriptors.
We have tested the similarity measures discussed above in the real sequence of Figure 14 of the
experimental section 3.6 to comparatively evaluate the proposed shape-similarity energy. Figure 12
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Table 2: Quantitative results for the robustness of the proposed shape energy to a noise for various
shapes of the sequence in Figure 9. Shape energies corresponding to various shapes in the diverse
noise levels are displayed at the bottom of each image. Gaussian noises with σ2n = 10% (first
row), σ2n = 25% (second row), σ
2
n = 50% (third row), and σ
2
n = 100% (fourth row) were added,
respectively. Refer to Figure 10 for the template shape and the shape energy of the Gaussian noise
with σ2n = 1%. dσ2n denotes the difference of shape energies between σ
2
n = 1% and σ
2
n = 100%.
σ2n Shapes with a noise and their energies
10%
0.637 0.567 0.421 0.321
25%
0.63 0.567 0.425 0.309
50%
0.621 0.565 0.415 0.299
100%
0.615 0.555 0.392 0.268
dσ2n 0.045 0.065 0.108 0.102
shows the graph of the degree of similarity for similarity measures, such as the Bhattacharyya dis-
tance, the diffusion distance, Kullback-Leibler divergence, the normalized mutual information, the
spatiogram, and the edge-orientation histogram. In Figure 12, we see that most measures moder-
ately catch the similarities between objects over the consecutive frames in the presence of the object
but their similarity values are severely unstable during the disappearance portion of the video. To
reacquire the tracked target, a similarity measure should provide the discriminating threshold to
separate the state of the target’s presence from the state of the target’s absence. To evaluate this,
statistical information, such as a maximum value and a variance of similarity values during the dis-
appearance section of the tested sequence are computed and recorded in Table 1. From the results of
Table 1, other measures’ variances and maximum values in the disappearance section are too large
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to allow the distinguishable detection of the target’s reappearance. However, the proposed shape-
similarity energy gradually decreases while the target is turning to the left or right and its variance
and maximum value in the disappearance section are of a size such that the detection threshold can
be properly selected in the detection conditions in (36) and (37).
From the comparative study with other similarity measures, the present shape-based similar-
ity measure seems to be more discriminative and shows the applicability for target reacquisition
of a moving vehicle. However, since the tolerance of the template shape depends on the varia-
tion of the shape learned online from previously tracked object, the proposed method can fail to
reacquire the track of the object due to deformations and shapes that have not been learned in our
scheme. Theoretically, one can increase the number of prior training sets to increase the possibility
of reacquisition of the track, but it does not always guarantee reacquisition of the object with an
unregistered shape. Thus, as mentioned in the previous section 3.4.1, it must be pointed out that it
is necessary to assume that the tracked object maintains its shape similarly while it has been out of
view regardless of the number of training shapes before disappearance.
Finally, the robustness of the proposed shape energy to noise was tested as seen in Table 2. The
shapes tested were generated with diverse noise levels of Gaussian noise whose variance ranges
from σ2n = 1% to σ
2
n = 100%. Note that even though all similarity-shape energies of the shapes
decrease as the noise level increases, the rectangular shape has the biggest shape energy and its
energy difference between noises (or decreasing rate) is the smallest because it is the most similar
shape to the template.
3.5 Tracking Framework I
Tracking algorithms are integrated in a unified framework. The diagram of the entire tracking
procedure is illustrated in Figure 13. The various algorithms are shown in the order in which they
are performed, and the loop indicates iteration to the next frame. In our applications, depth maps
of pairs of stereo images are constructed from a stereo matching system at each time step. The
initialization process to identify the position of the object of interest is only performed for the first
frame. The diagram shows that the procedure starts with global and local estimation of the object,
and finishes with shape analysis for disappearance and reappearance handling.
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Figure 13: The overall framework diagram of the proposed algorithms (IL and IR denote a left
image and a right image, respectively).
3.6 Experiments I
The proposed tracking framework in Section 3.5 was tested on three different videos of moving
vehicles obtained from stereoscopic image sequences. While the experimental sequences are com-
posed of numerous stereo image pairs, results are shown only on the left image for simplicity.
Additionally, the computed depth images from all sequences have low contrast, high noise, and
cluttered backgrounds. In the experiments most of the parameters were held fixed across all trials.
Specifically, the number of particles N = 40 was chosen empirically to give good coverage without
adding significant computational burden. Overall, the tracker produced accurate track signals on
the three sequences with an acceptable computation time of approximately 20 seconds per frame
on a 3.6GHz Windows machine with 2GB of RAM. The value of σ2w, which is used to control the
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(a) Frame 1 (b) Frame 232 (c) Frame 272
(d) Frame 295 (e) Frame 332 (f) Frame 450
(g) Frame 702 (h) Frame 865 (i) Frame 920
(j) Frame 1000 (k) Frame 1023 (l) Frame 1163
Figure 14: Truck Sequence I. Frame order: from left to right, top to bottom. The upper and
bottom left images to each frame are a depth map and the weighted depth map, respectively. Note
that disappearance and reappearance handling is achieved between (c) and (e), and between (i) and
(k). The condition of illumination is changed after 865th frame.
Figure 15: Graph of the shape energy for some frames of the truck sequence I. The dash-dot line
and solid line denote Eshape and Eshape, respectively. Note that the detection of disappearance and
reappearance of the tracked truck is achieved with ηd = 0.25 and ηr = 0.55.
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Gaussian weighting on depth information, is set automatically in our experiments as described in
Section 3.3.2.
To deal with disappearance and reappearance of the object, two thresholds ηd and ηr were
selected based on the expected shape variation within a sequence and observations of how this
affects tracking performance. For example, ηd should not be too small or the object may not be
identified as “disappeared” before it disappears from the view. Similarly, the object may not be
robustly reacquired if ηr is too large. A detailed analysis of these parameters is given in the sections
below and in Figures 15 and 18. However, for our experiments, choosing parameters in the ranges
ηd = [0.2, 0.3] and ηr = [0.5, 0.6] gave robust detection.
3.6.1 Truck Sequence I
This sequence is taken from a moving camera following a truck while trying to keep a constant dis-
tance of approximately 20 meters. It is comprised of 1168 frames in which the truck moves in and
out of the field of view several times: once while turning left (frames 278 to 328), and once while
turning right (frames 950 to 1020). In addition, the sequence shows changing illumination condi-
tions and significant clutter. Weighted depth maps of each frame are obtained using the Gaussian
function with σ2w = [1
2, 1.22] in (27). Tracking results with the proposed algorithms are shown
in Figure 14. We can see from the results that even though the truck has very weak edges and the
background is quite cluttered, the truck is robustly tracked. Furthermore, the results demonstrate
the capability of the proposed scheme to handle disappearance and reappearance. For disappearance
and reappearance detection, ηd and ηr are selected as 0.25 and 0.55, respectively. The change of
Eshape and Eshape during frames 190 through 390 is shown in Figure 15. The shape energy of the
truck decreases as the truck turns to the left and eventually drops below ηd as it disappears from the
image domain. After ≈50 frames, the truck’s reappearance is detected when it becomes visible and
its shape-similarity energy satisfies the reappearance condition in (37).
3.6.2 Truck Sequence II
In this sequence, the truck moves randomly in clockwise and counter-clockwise loops. Note that
the shape of the truck deforms significantly whenever it turns left or right. In addition, 3D range
values (i.e., depth values) decrease and increase markedly as it moves back and forth. The sequence
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(a) Frame 26 (b) Frame 108 (c) Frame 135 (d) Frame 176 (e) Frame 201
(f) Frame 234 (g) Frame 307 (h) Frame 324 (i) Frame 345 (j) Frame 560
(k) Frame 650 (l) Frame 743 (m) Frame 770 (n) Frame 799 (o) Frame 838
Figure 16: Truck Sequence II. Frame order: from left to right, top to bottom.
includes 866 frames with a cluttered background. The parameter σ2w is chosen to be [1
2, 32]. It
has a larger range than in other experiments because the change of the object’s size is much more
dramatic. Figure 16 shows several frames that demonstrate the robust tracking results. Note that
no disappearance or reappearance of the truck took place because it was visible throughout the
sequence.
3.6.3 Van Sequence
Figure 17 shows the proposed algorithm robustly tracking a van in a cluttered urban environment
throughout a 45 frame sequence. Initially, the van takes a turn to the left causing significant shape
deformation. Then it gradually moves away from the camera until it vanishes into the distance.
Weighted depth maps are created with σ2w = [1
2, 22]. The disappearance of the van is successfully
detected with ηd = 0.2. This smaller value is chosen because of the drastic change in perceived
shape energy of the target (side of the van to back of the van) in just 10 frames. The change of
Eshape and Eshape for this sequence is shown in Figure 18. The shape energy of the van decreases
gradually and eventually drops below the detection threshold ηd as it disappears into the distance.
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(a) Frame 1 (b) Frame 3 (c) Frame 16 (d) Frame 35 (e) Frame 45
Figure 17: Van Sequence. Frame order: from left to right. Note that the detection of disappearance
is achieved in the last part of the sequence.
Figure 18: Graph of the shape energy for each frame of the van sequence. The dash-dot line and
solid line denote Eshape and Eshape, respectively. ηd = 0.2 and ηr = 0.55.
3.7 Dynamic Weighting Scheme
In this section, we introduce the extension of the method presented in previous sections. Com-
pared with the approaches in Section 3.3, the weighted depth map is now dynamically generated
according to the previous results of tracking and range information. Here we assume that the ob-
ject of interest shows complete smooth motion with no abrupt changes. From this assumption, the
proposed dynamic weighted depth maps are used to improve segmentation via active contours as
well as to estimate global motion of an object instead of the use of particle filters. In addition, the
convex hull of the segmented contour of a previous frame is used for an initial contour of a current
frame. These new approaches lead to better computational efficiency and simplification of the entire
tracking framework presented in Section 3.5.
The global position of an object is described by its centroid and depth value [xc, yc, dp]T , and
the local motion is represented by the segmenting curve C evolved by the gradient flow in (28). In
this work, the problem of tracking the position of an object at time t is estimating the appropriate
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parameters, (dp)t and (σ2w)t, for the weighted depth map in (27). The depth value is obtained from






The variance, σ2w, should be chosen to reflect the variation of depth values inside the tracked object.
Thus, it is defined by the combination of mean and variance of depth values inside segmented

















and ζ is a maximum allowance for σ2w. In our work, ζ was chosen to be about 20. The centroid
of the object is taken as the centroid of the segmented curve Ct−1 and an initial contour for Ct is
obtained from the convex hull of Ct−1.
3.8 Tracking Framework II
The proposed tracking framework is composed of two parts: the dynamic weighting scheme to
estimate the parameters for the weighting kernel fw to achieve the weighted depth maps, and active
contour segmentation for tracking deformations of an object. The diagram of the entire tracking
procedure is illustrated in Figure 19. The initialization process is carried out manually to identify
the position of the target at the first frame. Note that the proposed tracking framework is not based on
a filtering scheme. Thus, it does not exploit the dynamics underlying object’s motion (i.e., without a
prediction model), and it depends only on segmentation (i.e., with a measurement model) to estimate
the state of the object of interest. This approach improves the speed of tracking algorithm because
global motion is estimated by the proposed dynamic weighted depth maps without particle filters,
which is a sampling-based method with high computational complexity. Note that this is done by
the assumption that the difference of the target’s location between consecutive frames is small so
that the objects, segmented via active contours, between the previous frame and the current frame
overlap each other.
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Figure 19: The diagram of the proposed tracking framework using the dynamic weighting scheme.
IL and IR denote a left image and a right image, respectively.
3.9 Experiments II
The proposed tracking framework in Section 3.8 was tested on several illustrative sequences in real
environments. The experimental results are shown only on the left image of stereo image pairs.
Compared to the experimental results of Section 3.6, the weighting parameters are dynamically
changed at each frame according to the segmented curve and range information of the previous
frame. In addition, the results are obtained with approximately 5 seconds per frame on a 3.6GHz
and 2GB Windows machines. It shows less computational time than the tracking framework in
Section 3.5.
3.9.1 Truck Sequence III
In this sequence, a stereo camera is fixed and the trucks move in clockwise loops in Figure 20 (a)
and in counter-clockwise loops in Figure 20 (b). Thus, the trucks’ shapes change whenever they
move. In particular, the truck in Figure 20 (b) shows significant changes of its shape and size. In
addition, the condition of illumination is severely changed between frames due to moving clouds
in the sky. However, the trucks are accurately tracked by the proposed algorithms despite the large
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Frame 126 Frame 160 Frame 175 Frame 245 Frame 287
(a)
Frame 30 Frame 100 Frame 196 Frame 284 Frame 348
(b)
Figure 20: Truck Sequence III. Frame order: from left to right. Note that the condition of illu-
mination is severely changed between Frame 175 and Frame 245 in (a), and Frame 196 and Frame
348 in (b).
shape and illumination variations as shown in Figure 20.
3.9.2 Truck Sequence IV
This sequence is taken from a moving camera following a truck in a cluttered urban environment,
which includes 1667 frames. In this sequence, the truck moves in and out of the field of view
several times whenever it turns left or right. However, as shown in Figure 21, the truck is robustly
tracked and its track is maintained throughout the sequence. In addition the truck is successfully
reacquired whenever it appears again by the proposed reacquisition methods with ηd = 0.3 and ηr =
0.45. In Figure 22, the tracker introduced in Section 3.3 eventually lost the track due to a nearby
truck showing a similar depth value. However, the tracker using the dynamic weighting scheme
introduced in Section 3.7 still maintained the track without the divergence of curve evolution.
3.10 Chapter Conclusion
In this chapter, we described a straightforward approach for tracking moving objects using 3D
range data by incorporating the contour-based tracker in conjunction with PCA-based shape analy-
sis. Region-based active contours are employed to track deformations of an object using the Bhat-
tacharyya gradient flow on the Gaussian weighted depth map. A particle filtering scheme combined
with the active contour model is utilized for global position estimation of the target. In addition,
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(a) Frame 121 (b) Frame 157 (c) Frame 166 (d) Frame 215 (e) Frame 221
(f) Frame 242 (g) Frame 346 (h) Frame 452 (i) Frame 461 (j) Frame 479
(k) Frame 511 (l) Frame 515 (m) Frame 754 (n) Frame 886 (o) Frame 935
(p) Frame 1040 (q) Frame 1058 (r) Frame 1101 (s) Frame 1274 (t) Frame 1300
(u) Frame 1314 (v) Frame 1398 (w) Frame 1448 (x) Frame 1511 (y) Frame 1667
Figure 21: Truck Sequence IV. Frame order: from left to right, top to bottom. Note that disap-
pearance and reappearance handling is achieved between (c) and (e), and between (j) and (l), and




Figure 22: The tracking results (a) without and (b) with the proposed dynamic weighting scheme.
Frame order: from left to right. (a) Loss of tracking via the method introduced in Section 3.3 due to
a nearby truck with a similar depth value to the truck being tracked. (b) The track is maintained by
the method using the dynamic weighting scheme introduced in Section 3.7.
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we proposed similarity shape energy in order to handle the possible disappearances and reappear-
ances of the tracked object. We demonstrated the ability of the proposed method to track targets
in cluttered environments and to detect automatically the target after it has gone out of frame and
then reappeared. Moreover, the dynamic weighting scheme was also proposed to effectively use
the tracking result of the previous frame in generating the weighted depth maps. This approach
simplified the tracking framework and reduced the computational complexity by rejecting the use
of a sampling-based prediction step.
The proposed algorithm has some limitations which we intend to overcome in our future work.
First, the proposed algorithm is limited in that it will fail if the object reappears with an unexpected
shape that is unlike those seen previously. Second, the proposed algorithm will lose the target if the
unexpected object occludes the target or appears in a similar depth position with a similar shape to
the tracked object in the course of tracking. It is a possible solution for some limitations to incor-
porate the information of color and shape of an object from an original sequence into the proposed
algorithms. Also, our future research will include the challenging problem of tracking multiple ob-
jects with varying shapes. To improve reliability and accuracy of tracking, more sophisticated shape
analysis will be needed.
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CHAPTER IV
2D-3D VISUAL POSE TRACKING AND OCCLUSION HANDLING USING THE
3D MODEL OF A RIGID OBJECT
In this chapter, we address the problem of 2D-3D pose estimation. Specifically, we propose an
approach to jointly track a rigid object in a 2D image sequence and to estimate its pose (position
and orientation) in 3D space, relative to a calibrated camera. The relative pose can be described in
terms of trajectories on a transformation matrix [68]. Thus, the goal of this work is to find a 3D
transformation matrix to optimally estimate the pose of an object of interest.
To this end, first, we propose the Monte Carlo based sampling method to estimate a 3D trans-
formation matrix for 2D object tracking and 3D pose estimation. In addition, we take advantage
of knowledge of a 3D model of an object. This allows the tracker to capture various aspects (or
quasi-deformation) of an object with respect to its dynamic motion, while the methods based on
learning a collection of 2D shape priors have difficulties in completely describing them. The 3D
models1 used in this chapter consist of an elephant, a car, and a helicopter as shown in Figure 23.
Next, in order to effectively handle occlusions and improve the performance of 2D-3D pose
tracking, we propose a new tracking framework based on filtering. Specifically, we employ the more
natural particle filtering scheme to generate and propagate the translation and rotation parameters in
a decoupled manner. In particular, we revisit a joint 2D segmentation/3D pose estimation technique
of [25], and then extend the framework by incorporating a particle filter to track the object and
its corresponding pose. Moreover, to allow the algorithm to continuously track the object in the
presence of occlusions, an occlusion detection and handling scheme is developed as follows. First, a
histogram-based appearance model is created and updated to detect occlusion. Second, a dynamical
choice of how to invoke the objective functional is performed online to handle the occlusion. The
decision how to control the degree of dependencies between predictions and measurements of the
system is based on the degree of occlusion and the variation of the object’s pose.
1All 3D models for rigid objects were acquired from the method presented by Yezzi and Soatto [122, 119].
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Figure 23: Different views of 3D point models used in this chapter. From top row to bottom row:
an elephant, a helicopter, and a car.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In the next section, we provide some
related work to the proposed approach. In Section 4.2, we define notation and terminology used
in this chapter. Section 4.3 presents the first approach for 2D-3D visual pose tracking, which is
based on Monte Carlo Sampling on SE(3) and 3D shape knowledge of an object. In Section 4.5,
the first tracking framework presented in Section 4.4 is tested on a real image sequence. Next, the
second approach for 2D-3D pose estimation based on particle filtering is proposed in Section 4.6.
This section includes the proposed novel occlusion handling scheme for the task of object track-
ing. In Section 4.8, we provide experiments on both synthetic and real life imagery in hopes of
highlighting the viability (and limitations) of the proposed algorithm, which is summarized in the
tracking framework presented in Section 4.7, in the context of visual tracking. Lastly, we conclude
this chapter and discuss possible future research directions in Section 4.9. Much of this chapter is
based on [60, 61].
4.1 Introduction and Related Work
Visual tracking has been a significant topic of research in the field of computer vision; see [9, 42,
104, 123] and references therein. The ultimate goal of visual tracking is to continuously identify
the 3D location of an object of interest from an image sequence. This amounts to what is known as
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the 2D-3D pose tracking problem [68, 40]. However, due to the difficulty of developing a tractable
solution for estimating the 3D position from a 2D scene, many researchers have tacitly restricted the
tracking problem to be concerned with only the relative 2D location of the object in which segmen-
tation is often employed in conjunction with Kalman or particle filters [48, 37]. Recent techniques
attempt to revisit the 2D-3D pose tracking problem for challenging scenarios by leveraging on 2D
image segmentation to estimate the 3D location [54, 89, 92, 100]. While impressive results have
been obtained that rival both pose tracking and segmentation based algorithms, these schemes did
not fully exploit the underlying system dynamics that is inherent in any visual tracking task. Thus,
in order to effectively treat the temporal nature of the observed 2D scene, we propose to extend a
similar framework proposed by [25] in which we now incorporate a particle filter to perform 3D
pose estimation of a rigid object.
Several algorithms have been introduced to solve the 2D-3D pose tracking task. In general,
they are based on local or region attributes for feature matching. For example, such features in-
clude points [1], lines [27], polyhedral shape [70], complete contours [93, 30], or surfaces [100].
Specifically, in [70], the authors perform a 2D global affine transformation as an initialization to
3D pose estimation, and then the 3D object pose is computed by an energy minimization process
with respect to an approximate polyhedral model of the object. The authors in [30] present a 3D
pose estimation algorithm by using visible edges. That is, they use binary space partition trees for
finding and determining the visible line to track the edges of the model. However, since these meth-
ods rely on local features, the resulting solutions may yield unsatisfactory results in the presence
of noise or cluttered environments. To overcome this, an early attempt to couple segmentation and
pose estimation is given in [89]. In their work, the authors propose a region-based active contour
that employs a unique shape prior, which is represented by a generalized cone based on a single
reference view of an object. More recently, authors in [25] as well as Schmaltz et al. [100] propose
a region-based model scheme for 2D-3D pose tracking by projecting a 3D object onto a 2D image
plane such that the optimal 3D pose transformation coincides with the correct 2D segmentation. In
a similar fashion, Kohli et al. [54] proposed a joint segmentation and pose estimation scheme using
the graph cut methodology. Although these methods perform exceptionally well for many cases,
they do not exploit the underlying dynamics inherent in a typical visual tracking task. We should
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note, in the context of the proposed work, the incorporation of system dynamics can be viewed as
an extension to these baseline algorithms. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to
exploit the temporal coherency of a video sequence for these particular class of algorithms.
In addition to the aforementioned approaches for 2D-3D pose tracking, many works may be
found in the literature which purely focuses on restricting the visual tracking problem to the 2D
domain. Because a complete overview of existing methods is beyond the scope of this chapter, we
just consider those methods that employ various filtering schemes such as the Kalman filter [112],
unscented Kalman filter [48, 114], and particle filter [37, 29] as well as explicit algorithms for
occlusion handling [19, 125]. Specifically, the authors in [64, 15] employ a finite dimensional
parameterization of curves, namely B-splines, in conjunction with the unscented Kalman filter for
rigid object tracking. Generalizing the Kalman filter approach, the work in [118] presents an object
tracking algorithm based on particle filtering with quasi-random sampling. Since these approaches
only track the finite dimensional group parameters, they cannot handle local deformations of the
object. As a result, several tracking schemes have been developed to account for deformation of the
object via the level set technique [78, 102]. In relation to our work, some early attempts for 2D visual
tracking using level set methods can be found in [80, 121]. In particular, authors in [121] propose a
definition of motion for a deformable object. This is done by decoupling an object’s motion into a
finite group motion known as “deformotion” with that of deformation, which is any departure from
rigidity. Building on this, authors in [88] introduce a deformable tracking algorithm that utilizes
the particle filtering framework in conjunction with geometric active contours. Other approaches
closely related to these frameworks are given in [112, 83, 84]. Here the authors use a Kalman filter
for predicting possible movements of the object, while the active contours are employed only for
tracking deformations of the corresponding object.
In addition to employing filtering schemes to increase the robustness of tracking, many algo-
rithms invoke a systematic approach to handle occlusions. We should note that although the main
contribution of our work focuses on employing particle filtering to estimate the 3D pose during 2D
visual tracking, a neat feature of the resulting methodology is its ability to handle occlusions effec-
tively. Thus, we briefly revisit several attempts to specifically handle occlusions in the context of
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visual tracking [19, 76, 124]. Such occlusions can occur when another object lies between the tar-
get and a camera, or the target occludes parts of itself. In general, most methods incorporate shape
information of an object of interest into a tracking framework online [124] or offline [125] to make
up for poor distinguishable statistics between the object and background or missing parts of the
object. To this end, a shape prior can be obtained or learnt from linear principal component analysis
(PCA) if the assumption of small variations in shape holds [63]. Otherwise, for highly deformable
objects, locally linear embedding (LLE) [86] or nonlinear PCA [19] may be employed. Like that of
[25] as well as other 2D-3D pose tracking algorithms, we assume we have prior knowledge of the
3D shape of interest for which we would like to estimate the corresponding 3D pose from the 2D
scene. Occlusion handling is then accomplished by adjusting the “trust” between the prediction and
measurement model according to the degree of occlusion and variation of the object’s 3D pose from
previous accumulated results.
4.2 Notation and Terminology
Let X = [X,Y, Z]T be the coordinates of a point in R3 with respect to the referential of the camera.
Here, it is assumed that the calibrated camera is already given and is modeled as a pinhole camera:
π : R3 7→ Ω;X 7→ x where Ω ⊂ R2 is the domain of an image I(x) and x = [x, y]T =
[X/Z, Y/Z]T denotes coordinates in Ω. S ⊂ R3 is a smooth surface representing the shape of
interest and N = [N1, N2, N3]T denotes the outward unit normal to S at each point X ∈ S.
Let R = π(S) ⊂ Ω be the region on which the surface S is projected and Rc = Ω \ R be the
complementary region of R. Similarly, the curve ĉ = π(C) ⊂ Ω is the projection of the curve
C ⊂ S and ĉ also denotes a boundary of R, ĉ = ∂R. Note, the curve ĉ in 2D and the curve C in 3D
are referred to as the “silhouette” and the “occluding curve”, respectively.
4.3 Visual Pose Tracking with Monte Carlo Sampling on SE(3)
The basic idea of the method proposed in this section is to find the best transformation matrix so
that the projection of its transformed model correctly coincides with 2D segmentation of the object
of interest. To do this, we construct the first-order autoregressive model on a transformation matrix
to predict the object’s pose and a region-based energy model to optimally evaluate the projected
model (or curve) in a 2D image plane.
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The proposed algorithms in this section are related to the work in [25]. In [25], to find the
optimal pose of an object of interest, the method of [25] obtains optimal pose parameters by gradient
flow. Compared with [25], in this work, we randomly generate the set of 3D transformation matrices
and then evaluate the proposed statistical energy model for each transformation matrix. To construct
3D transformation matrices, Monte Carlo sampling of the matrix group SE(3) is used, which is
inspired by a filtering scheme on Lie groups introduced in [55]. This approach takes into account
the underlying geometry of SE(3) rather than employing a local coordinate-based sampling because
the set of three-dimensional transformations is not closely related to a vector space, but curved Lie
groups [55]. The authors in [55] sequentially draw the set of two-dimensional affine group from a
particle filtering and propagate it via an autoregressive process developed for state dynamics. Our
work addresses a more general case of the work in [55] since we focus not only on tracking 2D
motion but also on estimating a 3D pose.
4.3.1 Transformation Matrix





It is parameterized by the arbitrary parameter p as follows:
g1 =
 1 0 0 p0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
 , g4 =
 1 0 0 00 cos(p) − sin(p) 0
0 sin(p) cos(p) 0
0 0 0 1

g2 =
 1 0 0 00 1 0 p
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
 , g5 =
 cos(p) 0 sin(p) 00 1 0 0
− sin(p) 0 cos(p) 0
0 0 0 1

g3 =
 1 0 0 00 1 0 0
0 0 1 p
0 0 0 1
 , g6 =
 cos(p) − sin(p) 0 1sin(p) cos(p) 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
 .
(42)
After differentiating the above transformations in (42) with respect to parameter p at p = 0,
dgj
dp |p=0 (j = 1, ..., 6), we obtain the Lie generators, Bj (j = 1, ..., 6). Lie generators for 3D rigid
motion span the tangent space to the Lie group manifold (see [6] for the detail derivation). Each
generator corresponds to each geometric transformation, i.e., translations along x, y, and z axis,
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rotations about the x, y, and z axes, respectively, given by:
B1 =
[ 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
]
, B4 =
[ 0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
]
B2 =
[ 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
]
, B5 =
[ 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
−1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
]
B3 =
[ 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
]
, B6 =
[ 0 −1 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0





In general, information we have on the dynamics of a system is incomplete. One way to overcome
the difficulties associated with this lack of information is to use a stochastic model for the system
dynamics. One can choose a random walk model for its simplicity. However, since the random
walk model requires a sufficiently large number of samples to be practical; a Newtonian motion
model [108] or an infinitesimal constant velocity model [55] can be chosen for a more efficient way
to reach the optimal solution. In this work, by extending the work in [55], we construct the first-order
autoregressive (AR) model on SE(3) based on motion variation to determine how a transformation
matrix is generated, which is given by
gk = gk−1 exp
(





where exp(·) and log(·) denote the matrix exponential and the matrix logarithm, respectively [68]. a
in (44) is the AR process parameter and ∆k is a discrete time interval (Note that k denotes a discrete
time step in only Section 4.3 for notational convenience). And, duk is process noise determined by




ρ(jth)τ(jth)Bj , τ ∼ N (0, σk) (45)
whereN (·) represents the normal distribution and ρ(jth) and τ(jth) denote the jth element of ρ ∈ R
6
and τ ∈ R6, respectively. ρ is a user-defined diffusion weight vector; it controls the range of trans-
formations in which we generate samples. In our experiments, ρ = [0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1]T
is used; but it can be relaxed by searching a larger space with the computational burden. To compute
the covariance matrix σk, we represent g as a six-dimensional vector by using twist coordinates for
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Figure 24: Graph of motion variation. A dotted line and a solid line denote the covariance variation
of the sequences given in Figure 26(a) and Figure 26(b), respectively.
rotation R and attaching translation T: λ = [tx, ty, tz, ωx, ωy, ωz]. Thus, the covariance matrix
σk ∈ R6×6 is defined as:
σk = E
[
(λ̂ik−1 − λk−1)(λ̂ik−2 − λk−2)T
]
(46)
where λ̂i(i = 1, ..., N) are parameters of the predicted transformation matrix in the Monte Carlo
framework, which is described in Section 4.4.
The AR process in (44) determines the distribution of samples in the sample space according to
motion variance of the tracked object during tracking. For example, the elephant in the sequence
shown in Figure 26(a) is placed in the same position throughout the sequence. On the other hand,
the elephant of the sequence shown in Figure 26(b) dynamically changes its pose due to a moving
camera. The graph of Figure 24 shows that the degree of object’s motion variation of the sequence in
Figure 26(a) is much smaller than the sequence in Figure 26(b). Naturally, the degree of computed
variance for a moving object is much higher than for a stationary object.
4.3.3 Energy Model





ri(I(x), ĉ) dΩ +
∫
Rc
ro(I(x), ĉ) dΩ (47)
where ri : χ, Ω 7→ R and ro : χ, Ω 7→ R are mapping functions to measure the quality over inside
(R) and outside (Rc) the curve, respectively. Here, χ is the space that corresponds to photometric
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variable of interest. Intuitively, we want to drive the pose estimation so that the projected curve’s
interior and exterior distributions are maximally different. Any ri and ro functions that statistically
describe the region properties of R and Rc can be used. For example, one can choose the mean
intensity model or the distinct Gaussian model. In our work, ri and ro are defined as:
ri = log (Σi) +
(I(x)− µi)2
Σi
, ro = log (Σo) +
(I(x)− µo)2
Σo
where Σi and Σo are covariance, and µi and µo are intensity averages for R and Rc, respectively
(Σi/o ∈ R3×3 and µi/o ∈ R3 for a color image).
Now, we assume that the statistical characteristic of the segmented object is not changing be-
tween consecutive frames. This assumption allows the tracker to find the curve with the most similar
statistical property to the previously selected curve. Thus, we adopt the Bhattacharyya distance to
evaluate the degree of similarity between intensity distributions of the tracked object in consecutive
frames. The Bhattacharyya distance between two probability density functions, p1(z) and p2(z)
with z ∈ RN , is defined by [49]







Now, we represent p1 and p2 as a normalized histogram h1 and h2, respectively. Histograms
are relatively invariant to object motion, i.e., translation, rotation, and scale. Thus, metrics based
on histograms can be good indicators of similarity between two distributions, for example, the
intensity distributions of an object in consecutive video frames. A histogram can be computed
by concatenating or by averaging histograms of each pre-defined color channel for color-based
imagery. For example, one can obtain a histogram by using only pixels with large saturation and
value in the HSV color space [82]. In our work, we use pixels inside ĉ for histogram computation in
which we average histograms of each RGB channel. Now, given two histograms, h1(b) and h2(b)






The EB is within [0, 1] and as the degree of similarity between histograms increases, as EB goes to
zero. Now, the optimal energy model is defined by adding two energy terms from (47) and (49):
Eimage = ER + EB. (50)
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Figure 25: Schema summarizing the proposed 2D-3D pose tracking framework described in Sec-
tion 4.4.
Therefore, the optimal projection (or projected curve) minimizes the Eimage.
4.4 Tracking Framework I
We summarize the overall tracking approach by embedding the algorithms previously proposed in
Section 4.3 into a Monte Carlo framework.
(a) Initialize gk=0,1 and hk=0,1.
(b) Generate N sample transformation matrices {gik}Ni=1 from (44):
gik = gk−1 exp
(





Note that transformation matrix at a current step k depends on transformations until two step
behind, k − 1 and k − 2. Also, gik refers to the estimated transformations of the previous time
steps, gk−1 and gk−2, not each ith sample. This is different from the work of [55] based on
particle filtering.
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(c) Perform 3D transformation on X0: Xi = gik(X0).
(d) Project the transformed 3D model onto a 2D image plane: Ri = π(Xi) and compute the
histogram of Ri, hi.
(e) Evaluate the energy in (50) for each projected model: Eiimage = ER(R
i, Ik) + EB(hk−1, h
i).
(f) Estimate the optimal transformation using g∗k = arg min
g
Eiimage.
(g) Do iterations from step (b) to step (f) until Eimage converges or the energy difference between
frames is small enough.
(h) Let the histogram of the selected model be hk and go to step (b): k = k + 1.
The schema of the proposed tracking framework is shown in Figure 25.
4.5 Experiments I
The proposed tracking algorithm was tested on several illustrative sequences in which color-valued
images are used. The number of the generated transformation matrices is held fixed at N = 100
across all experiments. As the number of transformation matrices increases, more accurate results
are expected, but the computational complexity increases exponentially. Figure 26 shows tracking
results of the several sequences in noisy and cluttered environments. In particular, all sequences
in Figure 26 capture the drastic changes of an objects’ pose due to a moving camera except Fig-
ure 26(a). As one can see in Figure 26, successful pose tracking were obtained despite the dynamic
pose change and the cluttered background. Note that severe scale changes of the red car were
observed in Figure 26(d).
4.6 Particle Filters and Occlusion Handling for Rigid 2D-3D Pose Tracking
In this section, we extend the framework described in [25] by incorporating a particle filter for 2D-
3D pose tracking. We also present an occlusion handling scheme to maintain the track of the target.
In work of [25], the authors derive a variational approach to jointly carry out tasks of 2D region
based segmentation and 3D pose estimation. This method shows robust performance for segment-
ing a 2D image and estimating the 3D pose of an object over image sequences even in cluttered
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Frame 7 Frame 12 Frame 23 Frame 61 Frame 68
(a)
Frame 3 Frame 59 Frame 85 Frame 168 Frame 190
(b)
Frame 3 Frame 113 Frame 216 Frame 350 Frame 432
(c)
Frame 50 Frame 90 Frame 135 Frame 275 Frame 560
(d)
Figure 26: Tracking (a), (b) and (c) a grey elephant, and (d) a red car in noisy and cluttered
environments. A camera is fixed in (a) and moving in (b), (c), and (d).
environments. However, since this method ignores the temporal nature of the observed images, it
cannot handle erratic movements or challenging occlusions. That is, the variational technique relies
only on image information to drive the corresponding 3D pose estimate, which may cause unsat-
isfactory results in the presence of occlusions that are statistically different from that of the object
of interest; see the experiments in Section 4.8.2. Thus, in this section, we incorporate a particle
filtering scheme in conjunction with the method in [25] and develop an occlusion handling scheme
to exploit the underlying dynamics of the temporally observed data so that the proposed tracker
continuously tracks the object of interest in a more general and challenging environment.
In addition, in this section, the variational approach of [25] is adopted in designing a measure-
ment model to reduce computational complexity and to facilitate the effective search of a local opti-
mum in a particle filtering framework. This method allows the samples to move further into modes
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of a filtering distribution so that only a few samples are necessary; see Section 4.6.4. Variational
methods, such as Mean-shift [17], are typically gradient based optimization methods minimizing a
cost functional in order to find the local mode of a probability distribution. To effectively reduce the
sample size of the particle filtering framework, variational approaches are embedded into particle
filters in a number of works. The authors in [103] present a mean shift embedded particle filter, in
which a smaller number of samples is used to estimate the posterior distribution than conventional
particle filters by shifting samples to their neighboring modes of the observation so that samples
are moved to have large weights. In [39], the underlying probability density function (pdf) is rep-
resented with a semi-parametric method using a mean-shift based mode seeking algorithm to solve
a tracking problem for high dimensional color imagery. The authors of [109] fuse a deterministic
search based on gradient descent and random search guided by a stochastic motion model, then,
in object tracking, they effectively switch two search methods according to a momentum using the
inter-frame motion difference.
The proposed algorithms are also related to the work in [60], which was described in previous
sections from Section 4.3 to Section 4.5 in this chapter. In the work of [60], 3D transformation
matrices are constructed by Monte Carlo sampling on a special Euclidean group in a motion model,
and then a region-based statistical energy is applied to evaluate the optimality of each transformation
matrix in a measurement model. Compared with the approach of [60], in this section, we employ a
more natural particle filtering scheme to generate and propagate the translation and rotation param-
eters in a decoupled manner in order to find the optimal pose of an object of interest. In addition,
we focus more on occlusion detection and handling in order to maintain track in the presence of
significant occlusions by complex object motion. To this end, we improve the l-iteration scheme
introduced in [88] and [95] by controlling dependencies between predictions and measurements of
the system. This improvement provides the robust method to deal with occlusions of an obstacle
with different statistical properties in a tracking framework based on region properties of an image.
4.6.1 Energy Functional and Gradient Flow
In this subsection, we briefly introduce the energy model and its gradient descent flow presented
in [25]. These are important cornerstones in designing a measurement model for our tracking
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framework. For our particular segmentation problem, we seek to find a boundary that optimally
partitions the object of interest or foreground from the corresponding background in a given 2D
image. Inspired by region-based active contour models [13, 81, 73], the authors in [25] define an
objective energy functional based on the global statistics of an image so that the curve ĉ (and 3D
pose) is evolved to maximize the image statistical measure of discrepancy between its interior and








where ro : χ, Ω 7→ R and rb : χ, Ω 7→ R are functions measuring the visual consistency of the
image pixels with a statistical model over the regions R and Rc, respectively. Here, χ is the space
that corresponds to photometric variable of interest. In this work, ro and rb are given by:
ro = − log(Σo)−
(I(x)− µo)2
Σo
































For gray-scale images, µo/b and Σo/b are scalars and for color images, µo/b ∈ R3 and Σo/b ∈ R3×3
are vectors and matrices. Note that ro and rb can be chosen as various forms describing the region
properties of the pixels located inside and outside the curve (e.g., mean intensities [13], distinct
Gaussian densities [81], and generalized histograms [73]). As seen above, ro and rb are chosen to
be the region based functional of [81].
Now, let X0 ∈ R3 be the coordinates of points on S0 where S0 is the identical reference surface
in 3D. By the rigid transformation g ∈ SE(3), one can locate S in the camera referential by
S = g(S0). Written in a point wise fashion yields X = g(X0) = RX0 + T with R ∈ SO(3)
denoting the rotational group and T ∈ R3 representing translations. Here, 3D pose motions are
represented by a set of six parameters. The parameters of the rigid motion g will be denoted by
λ = [λ1, . . . , λ6]
T = [tx, ty, tz, ωx, ωy, ωz]
T . Rotations are represented in exponential coordinates,
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which is a more compact form than using quaternion (4 entries) or basic rotation matrices in three
dimensions (12 entries); see [68]. Now, since we assume that the 3D shape of the rigid object is
known, our objective is to minimize energy E in (51) by exploring only the regions R and Rc that
result from projecting the surface S onto the image plane. For a calibrated camera, these regions
are functions of the transformation g only. Solving for the transformation that minimizes E can be
undertaken via gradient descent over the parameters λ. This is described next.



































where ŝ is the arc-length parameterization of the silhouette ĉ and n̂ is the (outward) normal to the
curve at x.































































where K denotes the Gaussian curvature, and κX and κt denote the normal curvatures in the direc-
tions X and t, respectively, where t is the vector tangent to the curve C at the point X, i.e. t = ∂X∂s .
Note that the last two terms in (55) collapse due to the choice of the ro and rb in (52). Now we have
































can be computed for the evolution of the pose parameter λi which is a
translation parameter (i = 1, 2, 3) or a rotation parameter (i = 4, 5, 6):
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where the Kronecker symbol δi,j was used (δi,j = 1 if i = j, and δi,j = 0 otherwise) and
T = [tx, ty, tz]
T = [λ1, λ2, λ3]
T .






























4.6.2 State Space Model
In what follows, the location of the object can be characterized by the translation and rotation
parameters of a rigid transformation. Thus, the (hidden) variable or state st that we want to estimate







Here, the translation and rotation vectors are T = [tx, ty, tz]T and W = [ωx, ωy, ωz]T , respectively.
We should mention that many 2D visual tracking schemes involving elastic deformations of the
target have a theoretically infinite dimensional state space [24, 87]. In contrast, the state variable
describing the (perceived) deformation in the 2D domain can now be succinctly represented via a
finite set in the 3D space. Note that this only holds for the particular but general case of tracking
rigid objects. Lastly, when a new image It arrives at time t, we obtain an observation zt.
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4.6.3 Prediction Model
As mentioned previously, it is important to carefully utilize system dynamics in order for a given
tracking algorithm to converge to the correct optimum. One may choose a random walk model for
the state transition equation. However, since this model is usually only practical with a sufficiently
large number of samples in a particle filtering framework, we chose instead to employ a first-order
autoregressive (AR) model [9] for the state dynamics. We perform the propagation of translation
and rotation parameters in a decoupled manner. Consequently, the system dynamics for predicting
pose parameters, ŝt = [T̂t,Ŵt]T , is given by:
T̂it = Tt−1 +A(T̂
i






The rotation matrix R for each particle {sit−1}i=1,...,N can be computed by R̂it = exp(Ŵ it ) · Rt−1
where exp(·) denotes the matrix exponential [68] and A is the AR process parameter. The noise
model uit is defined as:
uit ∼ N (0, ρ · eit−1(eit−1)T ) (62)
where N (·) represents the normal distribution and ρ is a user-defined diffusion weight. Moreover,
a motion alignment error eit−1 for each particle {sit−1}i=1,...,N is obtained from the predicted and
measured states at time t− 1, i.e.,
eit−1 = s̃
i
t−1 − ŝit−1 (63)
where s̃t−1 = [T̃t−1,W̃t−1] is the measured state vector at time t − 1. Here, it is noted that the
proposed decoupled methodology not only provides flexibility in designing the state dynamics of the
system, but it also allows us to differently deal with the translational and rotational equations in (61)
by controlling the diffusion weight. For example, since an orientation space is wrapped on itself
and angles behave linearly within small angle approximation [8], we apply a small perturbation to
only rotational dynamics without affecting the translation equation because of the decoupling.
Now, inspired by [95], we define the bandwidth bit−1 for each particle as the combination of the
diffusion weight ρ and the motion alignment error eit−1. That is, b
i
t−1 = ρ · eit−1(eit−1)T . Then
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From (64), one can see that the particles are driven by the bandwidth term in an online fashion and
diffuse in the direction of motion of the object. Next, we discuss the measurement model.
4.6.4 Measurement Model
Now we specify the measurement function h(·) for the observed image It at time t as follows. First,
we carry out l-iterations of gradient descent flow in (57) for each particle {ŝit}i=1,...,N . Here, it
should be noted that the choice of l is carefully considered to avoid sample degeneracy and sample
impoverishment. If the tracker reaches a local minimum of the objective functional in (51) with too
large l, the state at time t would lose the temporal coherency with the state at time t − 1 (sample
degeneracy). On the other hand, if l is selected to be too small, most particles would not move to
the region of high likelihood (sample impoverishment). While the authors in [88] and [95] use a
l-iteration scheme for their resampling algorithm, l is experimentally chosen based on the imagery
and the type of local optimizer used. In the present work, contrary to previous works, the number
of l is dynamically chosen online according to the degree of occlusion and object’s movement. This
will be described in Section 4.6.5.
Next, we assign and update the importance weights associated for each particle. This is done
by employing a transitional prior density as the proposal distribution [90]. In doing so, the weight
update equation is wit = w
i
t−1p(zt | st) where the likelihood of the observation is defined as:
p(zt | st) = e−E(Tt, Wt, It). (65)
Lastly, we obtain the measurement for time t. That is, the pose parameters with the minimum
energy are taken as the measurement pose. Thus, the projected silhouette is the best fitting curve
which makes its interior and exterior statistical properties be maximally different in a 2D image
domain (i.e., it minimizes the region-based energy in (51)).
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Figure 27: Schema summarizing the proposed occlusion handling scheme.
4.6.5 Occlusion Handling
The presence of occlusions generally hinders tracking algorithms from continuously tracking an
object of interest. Occlusion detection is a necessary task before performing occlusion handling.
In [124], the authors detect an occlusion using the relative change of the object’s size compared
to the average object’s size as well as the distance between the object and an obstacle. However,
this method may give ambiguous results if an object’s size changes due to camera zooming. Here,
we propose a histogram based occlusion detection technique, which is performed by checking the
variation of the histogram of the object during tracking. To do this, we define an appearance model
as a normalized histogram h. For color-based imagery, a histogram is calculated by the mean color
(in an RGB color space) of the pixels inside ĉ. Here, the RGB color space is normalized to remove
the effect of intensity variations. Note that better performance could be expected if one uses other
color spaces or image feature descriptors such as HSV, m1m2m3 spaces [35], spatiograms [7], and
HOG (histograms of oriented gradients) [22]; see [35, 7, 22] and references therein. However, we
chose the normalized histogram in the normalized RGB space to construct the appearance model
due to their simplicity and usability.
The evaluation of the histogram change is achieved by computing the Bhattacharyya coefficient
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between two appearance models of the current silhouette curve and of the template model. The
template model can be obtained from the initial curve of the first segmentation of the given sequence.














where ht(b) and htemplate(b), with b ∈ R, are appearance models of the curve ĉ at time t and of a
template model, respectively. The Bhattacharyya coefficient β varies between 0 and 1 (0 indicates
complete mismatch and 1 is a perfect match). Small β indicates that another object has occluded
the target being tracked because statistical information inside the tracked object is changed. Thus,
in this work, the Bhattacharyya coefficient β is used as the appearance similarity measure between
two histograms. Unfortunately, the template model can be influenced by illumination changes and
geometric variations as well as through camera angle differences even though no occlusion occurs.
To cover the undesired appearance changes, we should periodically update the template model ac-
cording to the degree of histogram variations between frames. More specifically, if the histogram
of the target is changing slowly over time, the template model is updated as the new histogram of
the segmented object at a current frame and is preserved otherwise. The update condition for the
template model is defined as
β(htemplate, h(t−1)td) > βth, (t > 1) (68)
where βth is a positive threshold between 0 and 1. The value td is the user-defined checking inter-
val. Note that the interval for checking should be set large enough because the histogram variance
between consecutive frames is generally small even though the occlusion occurs. This approach
allows the tracker to keep the histogram of the template model until the sequence finishes. In this
work, βth and td are experimentally selected as [0.7, 0.8] and [10, 20], respectively.
Now, we elucidate the proposed occlusion handling scheme. The basic idea of occlusion han-
dling for our algorithm is regularization between the measurement and prediction model. To do
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this, l-iterations of gradient descent of the objective functional in (57) is dynamically adjusted in an
online manner. Not only is this l-iteration scheme used to resample the particles in Section 4.6.4,
but also it can be interpreted as a function of the Kalman gain in a Kalman filtering like framework.
In other words, one can view this parameter as the amount of confidence in the system model with
respect to the current measurements [86]. For example, if the object being tracked is not observed
appropriately during occlusion, then the degree of trust of the measurement model is reduced. Thus,
we should only employ a few iterations within the measurement model so that the method depends
more on the prediction model to maintain the track. On the other hand, if one can completely
trust the obtained measurement (e.g., the observed image shows a smooth object movement without
occlusions), the number of l should be assigned to be relatively large.
While the method proposed is similar to that of [86], a key difference is that we dynamically
choose the number of l-iterations online based on both the degree of occlusion (or severity) and
the degree of the object’s motion displacement as opposed to an experimental fixed choice of l. In
addition, the degree of object’s pose variation is obtained from using the accumulated history of the
object’s location; translation and rotation vectors
ν = 1− exp{−var(s(t−td):t)} (69)
where var(·) is variance of the given variable and the checking interval, td, indicates how many
previous states are used. If the variation of the location over the previous frames is large, we infer
that the object is moving during the sequence and l is maintained so that the tracker is able to follow
the object’s movement as much as possible. Now the adjustment parameter γ is computed and the




(β + ν), l = lmax · γ (70)
where lmax is a maximum allowance iteration number of l. This can also be viewed as a boundary
and initial condition of l.
The overview of the proposed occlusion handling scheme is illustrated in Figure 27. Here, if the
occlusion is detected, the adjustment parameter γ decreases according to the displacement variation
ν and appearance similarity parameter β. Consequently, it reduces the number of l-iterations of
the gradient descent flow. This approach eventually overcomes occlusions in the course of tracking
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due to the fact that it makes the algorithm depend more on the prediction model in challenging
situations.
4.7 Tracking Framework II
An overview of the proposed system for 2D-3D object tracking using the particle filtering frame-
work proposed in Section 4.6 is now described.
1) Initialization Step:
(a) Initialize state, st, at t = 0 by using 2D segmentation and 3D pose estimation method
introduced in [25] in the first frame of the given sequence.
(b) Obtain the template appearance model, htemplate(x), at t = 0 from the initial segmented
curve in a 2D image plane.
2) Prediction Step:
(a) Generate N transformation parameters, {ŝit}i=1,...,N , around sit−1 by (61):
T̂it = Tt−1 +A(T̂
i







(a) Perform l-iterations of the gradient descent flow in (57) on each generated parameter, {ŝit}i=1,...,N .












(c) Represent the posterior distribution of the system by a set of weighted particles:





(d) Resample N particles according to p(st | z1:t) by using the generic re-sampling scheme
introduced in [90]. Note that {sit}i=1...N denote resampled particles.
4) Adjustment Step:











(b) Update the template appearance model, htemplate, by the condition in (68) and compute the
appearance similarity measure, β(ht, htemplate).
(c) Compute the adjustment parameter γ and assign the number of l by (70).
4.8 Experiments II
Various synthetic and real sequences of different rigid objects were used to demonstrate the robust-
ness of the proposed method to noise, cluttered environments, as well as the algorithm’s ability to
cope with partial occlusions and imperfect information. In this section, we provide qualitative and
quantitative results of various tracking scenarios including a comparison to the algorithms presented
in [25] and [60]. In particular, in the quantitative experiments, two quantitative results regarding the
robustness of noise and occlusion of the proposed method are provided on synthetic data. We also
should note that because code of other joint 2D-3D pose estimation/segmentation algorithms were
not readily available, our experiments are focused on highlighting the advantages and limitations
of exploiting dynamics in visual tracking. However, before doing so, we briefly mention some
numerical details associated with the experiments performed.
Implementation Details: In these experiments, the parameters used were held fixed across all
sequences. Specifically, the value of maximum l-iteration, lmax, was selected within [20, 30]. Its
range is chosen by depending on the objective functional used and its step-size (e.g. here, the gradi-
ent descent flow in (57)). The number of particles N = 40 was empirically chosen to provide good
performance without significant computational burden. Note that the setting of minimal amount of
samples (N = 40) can be realized by embedding the gradient descent flow into measurement func-
tion proposed in Section 4.6.4. Using this scheme allows the particle filtering framework to rely on
a small number of particles as opposed to the conventional CONDENSATION filter [44]. Note, this
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Frame 3 Frame 50 Frame 100 Frame 150 Frame 200
Figure 28: Quantitative tracking results for robustness test to noise over 200 frames of the se-
quences. Gaussian noises with σ2n = 1% (upper row), σ
2
n = 25% (middle row), and σ
2
n = 100%
(bottom row) were added, respectively.
Table 3: Table displaying %−absolute error statistics for Gaussian noises with σ2n = 1%, σ2n =
25%, σ2n = 50%, σ
2
n = 75%, and σ
2
n = 100% over 200 frames of the sequences as given in
Figure 28. T.avg, T.std, R.avg, and R.std denote average and standard deviation of translation error
and rotation error, respectively.
σ2n
%−absolute error (in %)
T.avg T.std R.avg R.std
1% 3.01 0.74 3.56 3.29
25% 3.00 0.74 3.68 3.41
50% 3.05 0.86 3.86 3.48
75% 3.25 1.58 5.17 4.42
100% 3.52 1.68 5.09 4.65
setup is also used for exploration of shape deformation [88] and point set registration [95]. Overall,
using un-optimized code for the proposed method shows acceptable performance with computation
time of approximately 10 seconds per frame on a 3.6GHz Windows machine with 2GB of RAM.
4.8.1 Tracking in Noisy and Cluttered Environments
In this subsection, first of all, we show quantitative results regarding the robustness of the proposed
method to noise on synthetic data. In generating the synthetic data, we first construct a basic ele-
phant sequence, and then add several diverse noise levels of Gaussian noise whose variance ranges
from σ2n = 1% to σ
2
n = 100%. The sequences (and results) can be seen in Figure 28. The translation
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Frame 5 Frame 100 Frame 265 Frame 400 Frame 500
Frame 595 Frame 700 Frame 830 Frame 1000 Frame 1330
(a)
Frame 1 Frame 167 Frame 206 Frame 405 Frame 460
(b)
Frame 45 Frame 60 Frame 131 Frame 160 Frame 210
Frame 245 Frame 280 Frame 360 Frame 365 Frame 429
(c)
Figure 29: Tracking in noisy and cluttered environments.
and rotation parameters linearly increase and decrease throughout the sequences of 200 frames to
produce a large variation for the aspect of the object. The size of the sequence images is 242× 322.
To quantitatively evaluate the tracking results, percent(%)-absolute errors are computed for both
translation and rotation over each level of noise sequences:
%− absolute error= ‖vmeasured − vtruth‖
‖vtruth‖
× 100 (72)
where vmeasured and vtruth are measured and ground-truth of translation and rotation vectors, re-
spectively. Table 3 displays average and standard deviation errors of position and rotation of the
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results from the sequences in Figure 28. As the noise level increases, the average and standard de-
viation errors also increase. This is due to the probability of encountering unexpected local minima
will also increase given that it is now harder to distinguish the object of interest from the back-
ground. However, tracking is still maintained throughout the entirety of each sequence and the
tracking errors did not exceed above 3% and 5% for translation and rotation, respectively. Note
that the elephant and backgrounds are barely visibly distinguishable in the sequence of noise level
σ2n = 100%.
Figure 29 shows several sequences capturing the drastic changes of an object’s pose in a clut-
tered background. Despite the cluttered background and significant changes of pose, successful
tracking results were obtained. The sequence in Figure 29(a) is comprised of 1350 frames, while
Figure 29(b) contains 470 frames. For the sequence shown in Figure 29(c), there are 450 frames
available to track. In Figure 29(a) and 29(b), the red car and the gray elephant are observed un-
der a dynamically moving camera. The elephant is manually moved by a hand as one can see in
Figure 29(c). Thus, the corresponding pose of all the objects tested is altered significantly over
the various sequences. Nevertheless, the proposed algorithm yields satisfactory tracking results. In
particular, the hand holding the elephant partially occludes the elephant in Figure 29(c). However,
in this case, since the hand has the similar color to the elephant, it does not have much effect on the
statistical property of the elephant, and the track of the elephant is successfully maintained. In the
next subsection, we demonstrate the ability of the proposed occlusion handling scheme to deal with
partial occlusions and imperfect information in the scenarios including the occlusions that contain
a statistically different intensity from that of the object of interest.
4.8.2 Tracking in the Presence of Occlusion
In contrast to the previous sequences, the scenarios in this subsection not only include dynamic
changes of an object’s pose, but other objects (such as markers, staples, and a dark elephant), which
occlude the object of interest, and provide an added difficulty to the overall tracking problem. More-
over, this subsection demonstrates how the proposed method outperformed the approaches of [25]
and [60] in dealing with occlusion handling.
First, to provide quantitative results regarding the robustness of the proposed method in handling
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Frame 2 Frame 65 Frame 130
Figure 30: Quantitative tracking results for robustness test to different brightness levels of the
occlusion bar over 130 frames of the sequences. Gaussian noise with σ2n = 1% was added. From
left to right in frame 65, the brightness levels of the bar were assigned as 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9,
respectively. Upper row in frame 65: results using the method in [25]. Middle row in frame 65:
results using the method in [60]. Bottom row in frame 65: results using the proposed method. In
frame 2 and frame 130, results using the proposed method are only displayed when the brightness
levels of the bar were assigned as 0.1 and 0.9, respectively.
Table 4: Brightness Level Table: table displaying %−absolute error statistics over 130 frames of
the sequences as given in Figure 30. The indicators, ∗,  and #, denote the results using the proposed
method, using the method in [60], and using the method in [25], respectively. T(·) and R(·) denote
the average values of translation error and rotation error, respectively. Note that no %−absolute
errors are obtained in case of the loss of track.
Brightness Level
%−absolute error (in %)
T∗ T T# R∗ R R#
0.1 2.2 n/a n/a 3.77 n/a n/a
0.3 2.2 n/a n/a 3.77 n/a n/a
0.5 2.4 1.82 2.47 3.8 4.9 4.4
0.7 1.7 2.14 2.55 3.2 4.11 4.19
0.9 2.1 2.44 2.8 2.9 4.41 4.5
occlusions, we generate set of synthetic sequences, in which an obstacle bar exhibiting different lev-
els of gray-scale intensity is added. In these sequences, Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance
of σ2n = 1% was added to a binary image of the toy elephant. From a tracking viewpoint, the bar
prevents many algorithms, which rely only on image and shape information, from successfully
maintaining track of the object. Specifically, we vary the brightness level of the bar from 0.1 to 0.9
where 0 denotes black and 1 denotes white. The results are shown in Figure 30. In Figure 30, when
the brightness level of the bar is less than 0.5, the methods in [25] and [60] lose the track, but the
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proposed tracking algorithm maintains track over the generated sequences. The average values of
translation and rotation errors are measured by equation (72) and are displayed in Table 4. The table
shows the improvement of the proposed method for occlusion handling compared to the methods
in [25] and [60]. More detailed comparison of the proposed algorithms with the methods of [25]
and [60] is discussed in the next experiments on real sequences.
Figures 31, 32, and 33 show a white marker (vertically or horizontally held by a hand) and a
red marker (vertically held by a hand) that pass by the gray elephant from right to left in a cluttered
background, respectively. We should mention that the algorithms in [25] works well with the oc-
clusions that are similar in nature to that of the interested object; see Figure 30. However, due to
the fact that the occlusion contains a statistically different intensity from that of the object of inter-
est, the methods in [25] is not able to maintain track as shown in Figures 31(a), 32(a), and 33(a).
Specifically, utilizing only the gradient descent flow presented in equation (57), the movement of
the marker acts as if it “pushes” or “blows” the silhouette curve off of the elephant. This is simply
due to the statistical difference between the object and the occlusion. That is, if one were to look
at equation (57) from a robust statistics point of view, the flow regarding the integration about the
occluding curve excludes the possible points on the red or white markers because they are viewed
as outliers. In turn, one cannot properly estimate the 3D pose or maintain track. However, if one
exploits the underlying dynamics as done in the proposed algorithm, one achieves a more robust
result. In Figure 34, the helicopter is manually moved throughout several set of staples that are po-
sitioned at different heights. While the tracker in [25] fails after the helicopter passes by the second
set of staples as shown in Figure 34(a), the proposed tracker overcomes the continual occlusions
and maintains track of the pose of the helicopter.
It is interesting to note that the tracker of [60] eventually lost the track of the helicopter and got
trapped in a local minimum as shown in Figure 34(b) even though it continuously estimated the pose
of the elephant in the presence of occlusions (i.e., the red or white markers) in Figures 31(b), 32(b),
and 33(b). These results show that the approach of [60] is more vulnerable to occlusions when
it tracks a moving object than a stationary object. This is because the work of [60] disregards
control of predictions and measurements of the system, which was taken into account in the present
occlusion handling scheme. In addition, in the proposed method, in contrast to the work of [60], the
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Frame 45 Frame 57 Frame 65 Frame 82 Frame 90
(a)
Frame 49 Frame 57 Frame 85 Frame 125 Frame 144
(b)
Frame 45 Frame 57 Frame 85 Frame 125 Frame 145
(c)
Figure 31: Elephant sequence I with occlusion in a cluttered environment. Tracking results (a)
using the method in [25] (b) using the method in [60], and (c) using the proposed method.
Frame 280 Frame 291 Frame 300 Frame 303 Frame 308
(a)
Frame 282 Frame 300 Frame 303 Frame 312 Frame 334
(b)
Frame 280 Frame 300 Frame 303 Frame 312 Frame 334
(c)
Figure 32: Elephant sequence II with occlusion in a cluttered environment. Tracking results (a)
using the method in [25], (b) using the method in [60], and (c) using the proposed method.
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Frame 81 Frame 91 Frame 95 Frame 110 Frame 127
(a)
Frame 81 Frame 91 Frame 95 Frame 120 Frame 130
(b)
Frame 81 Frame 91 Frame 95 Frame 120 Frame 130
(c)
Figure 33: Elephant sequence I with occlusion in a cluttered environment. Tracking results (a)
using the method in [25] (b) using the method in [60], and (c) using the proposed method.
Frame 45 Frame 95 Frame 105 Frame 130 Frame 158
(a)
Frame 49 Frame 64 Frame 94 Frame 125 Frame 143
(b)
Frame 45 Frame 78 Frame 111 Frame 141 Frame 158
(c)
Figure 34: Helicopter sequence I with occlusion in a cluttered environment. Tracking results (a)
using the method in [25], (b) using the method in [60], and (c) using the proposed method.
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separately distributed samples of pose parameters and the embedded variational technique aid the
tracker in finding the optimum in a filtering distribution.
4.9 Chapter Conclusion
In this chapter, we proposed a robust algorithm for 2D-3D pose estimation. We firstly presented
a method for 2D-3D visual pose tracking via Monte Carlo sampling on a special Euclidean group
SE(3). The use of knowledge of a 3D model allows the tracker to capture the quasi-deformations of
an object more accurately than 2D-based trackers. The proposed tracking framework shows promis-
ing results in optimally tracking the object of interest in 2D and estimating its pose in 3D under a
cluttered environment. However, to effectively handle severe occlusions and to exploit the more
natural a particle filtering scheme, we proposed a robust algorithm for 2D-3D pose estimation us-
ing a particle filtering approach in conjunction with the variational technique presented by authors
in [25]. In the proposed algorithm, the degree of trust between predictions and measurements of
the system is dynamically controlled in an online fashion as opposed to similar particle filtering
algorithms [88, 95]. The resulting methodology was shown to improve tracking performance in
continuously locating the target even in the presence of noise, clutter, and occlusions during track-
ing. In particular, the proposed method shows reliable occlusion handling regardless of significant
occlusions that are statistically different from the object of interest with respect to the methods
of [25] and [60].
The proposed method has some limitations that we intend to investigate in our future work.
First of all, the overall algorithm is computationally expensive despite the benefits described in
Section 4.6.4. In addition, our approach could lose the track for non-rigid objects. One possible
solution is to incorporate knowledge of multiple 3D shapes as shown in [96]. In other words,
for a successful non-rigid tracking framework one should include not only filtering of the pose
parameters, but also the shape parameters. This approach would hopefully allow one to track a
non-rigid object of interest in some important scenarios.
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CHAPTER V
REAL-TIME OBJECT DETECTION USING ACTIVE CONTOURS
In this chapter, we present an algorithm for real-time contour tracking based on fast level set meth-
ods. Active contours are usually implemented by level set methods [78, 102]. However, they are not
available for real-time applications; active contours implemented in the level set framework produce
significant computational burden since the curve is implicitly represented by a higher dimensional
function. To speed up level set based curve evolution for real-time applications, we employ the
two fast level set algorithms proposed by Song and Chan [107], and Shi and Karl [105]. And, we
combine them in the framework of the Chan-Vese active contour model [13]; in this work, we chose
region-based active contours of [13] because they are less sensitive to noise and robust to detect an
object of interest in cluttered environments rather than edge-based active contours of [52]. Unlike
active contours introduced in the previous chapters, this approach provides fast speed to segment
and detect an object in a real-time image sequence. The proposed method is designed for real-time
detection of multiple windows to help an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) automatically locate an
entry of a specific building to carry out missions in the 2008 International Aerial Robotics Compe-
tition (IARC).
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In the next section, we introduce moti-
vation of this work and the related literature. In Section 5.2, we give an overview of a fast level set
implementation of geometric active contours. Next, we propose an approach for real-time detection
of multiple windows in Section 5.3. First, we formulate a problem of window detection and we
analyze geometric characteristics of a window. Then, methods for shape classification and feature
extraction are presented to distinguish windows from noisy structures. We demonstrate experimen-
tal results of the proposed method on actual video sequences in Section 5.4. Lastly, we conclude
this chapter and discuss possible future research directions in Section 5.5. Much of this chapter is
based on the part of [91].
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5.1 Introduction and Related Work
Active contours [52] are quite useful tools in performing image segmentation. It is based on the
deformation of a contour to capture an object of interest realized as the minimum of an energy
functional as described in Chapter 2. Active contours are many times implemented via level set
methods [78, 102]. However, the implementation of active contours via level sets is computation-
ally expensive since the higher dimensional function and the computation of the resulting partial
differential equations (PDEs) may require higher computational costs. This has limited their avail-
ability for real-time applications. Thus, to reduce computational costs, narrow-band level set meth-
ods [2, 116] or fast marching methods [102] are generally used for curve evolution because of their
fast speed and unidirectional flows. In their methods, the fast speed is achieved by reducing the
domain of computation to a narrow bands around the zero level set. While greatly reducing direc-
tional complexity, for our special purposes we have found difficulties with these methods due to
certain problems with high-gradients edges, which are sensitive to local minima [38, 47]. More-
over, reinitialization and step size control of such narrow band approaches still require high com-
putational cost. To overcome these problems, efficient implementation methods for the Chan-Vese
model [107, 105, 79] are proposed to reduce the computational load of curve evolution, in which the
speed up of curve evolution is achieved by not solving partial differential equations. The authors
of [69] present a fast approximate level set framework, in which the signed distance function is
simply represented by integral values and it is required for curve evolution to only compare a few
simple integer. In the work of this chapter, we combine the two fast methods of [105] and [107] to
achieve fast curve evolution for our UAV flight tests.
5.2 Fast Level Set Implementation of Geometric Active Contours
In this section, we briefly review the two fast level set implementation of active contours and com-
bine them in the framework of the Chan-Vese active contour model. Shi and Karl [105] propose a
fast implementation of the level set method at a pixel-wise resolution without solving PDEs. The
basic idea of this method is that the curve evolution is only carried out by simply switching the
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Figure 35: The implicit representation of a curve with the associated two lists and notations inside
and outside curve.
neighboring pixels between two lists defined as follows:
Lout = {x|φ(x) > 0 and ∃y ∈ N4(x) s.t. φ(y) < 0}
Lin = {x|φ(x) < 0 and ∃y ∈ N4(x) s.t. φ(y) > 0} (73)
where N4(x) is a 4-connected discrete neighborhood of a pixel x and the level set function φ is
defined as (see Figure 35):
φ(x) =

+3 for x is an exterior point,
+1 for x ∈ Lout,
−1 for x ∈ Lin,
−3 for x is an interior point.
(74)
Points that are not in Lin and Lout are defined as exterior points if φ(x) > 0, or interior points
φ(x) < 0, respectively. In addition, two main rules are defined for curve evolution as follows:
• switch in(x):
(a) Delete x from Lout and add it to Lin. Then set φ(x) = −1.
(b) ∀y ∈ N4(x) if φ(y) = 3, add y to Lout and set φ(y) = 1.
• switch out(x):
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(a) Delete x from Lin and add it to Lout. Then set φ(x) = 1.
(b) ∀y ∈ N4(x) if φ(y) = −3, add y to Lin and set φ(y) = −1.
The two rules above, switch in and switch out, are related to each evolution step that moves the
curve outward and inward by changing the associated pixels, respectively.
Song and Chan [107] present a fast algorithm for variational level set segmentation in a frame-
work of the Chan-Vese model [13]. The main idea of this method is based on observation of seg-
mentation only needing the sign of level set function φ, but not its value. The equations for the
energy function for curve evolution are as follows:













where ∆F12 and ∆F21 denote the differences between the new and old energies when a pixel moves
from outside to inside the curve and vice versa, respectively. Here, c1 and c2 are the average value of
features (intensity values) for the partitioned two regions, φ1 and φ2, respectively. And,m and n are
the total number of pixels for φ1 and φ2, respectively, as seen in Figure 35. If the energy decreases
after changing a pixel from inside to outside the curve or vice versa, two switch procedures for
curve evolution are carried out to satisfy the energy minimization. For example, if ∆F12 < 0 when
a pixel x ∈ φ1 changes from φ1 to φ2, then x for φ2 is updated to minimize the total energy. By
repeating the above procedures until the total energy remains unchanged, the Chan-Vese model is
rapidly implemented without explicitly solving any PDE.
The two methods, derived in [105] and [107], complement each other well in the pixel-wise
point of view. In addition, their strategies are based on the same concept of switching or changing
pixels. Thus, a fundamental idea of the proposed algorithm is to combine two methods by substi-
tuting the energy in (75) for the energy function of the fast level set framework. In other words,
if ∆F12 < 0, then switch in procedure is carried out. If F21 < 0, then switch out procedure is
executed. The curve evolves inward and outward by scanning two lists alternately. The proposed
algorithm is described as follows:
(a) Initialize level set function φ, two average values c1 and c2, the number of pixels m and n, two
lists Lin and Lout from the initial curve.
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(b) For all elements of Lout, calculate ∆F12. If ∆F12 < 0, then do switch in(x) and update c1, c2,
m, and n:
c1 = c1 +
c1 − x
m− 1




m = m− 1, n = n+ 1.
(c) For all elements ofLin, if ∀y ∈ N4(x) and φ(y) < 0, then delete x fromLin and set φ(x) = −3.
(d) For all elements of Lin, calculate ∆F21. If ∆F21 < 0, then do switch out(x) and update c1, c2,
m, and n:
c1 = c1 −
c1 − x
m+ 1




m = m+ 1, n = n− 1.
(e) For all elements ofLout, if ∀y ∈ N4(x) and φ(y) > 0, then delete x fromLout and set φ(x) = 3.
(f) Check the stopping condition, i.e., if ∆F12 > 0 for all elements of Lout and ∆F21 < 0 for all
elements of Lin, then terminate the procedure, otherwise go to step (b).
In the proposed algorithm above, the computational cost is drastically reduced because curve
evolution via level set methods is achieved without solving any PDE. In addition, boundary infor-
mation of the curve is preserved in the two lists so that it is used for contour-based shape analysis
to acquire a specific target, which will be described in the next section.
5.3 Application to Real-time Detection of Multiple Windows
Fast curve evolution proposed in Section 5.2 is applied to detect multiple windows in sequential
images from a single camera mounted on an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV); it is designed for
UAV to carry out a mission finding openings, i.e., windows, of a specific building in the 2008
International Aerial Robotics Competition (IARC). Target detection for dynamic image data can be
achieved through sequential segmentation over image frames. Some feature points, such as corner
points and the centroid of windows, are used for calculating the global location of the windows in a
3D space.
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5.3.1 Geometric Characteristics for Window Detection
For window detection, we take advantage of geometric characteristics of a window as follows:
• The intensity value of the window is less than a background. The color of the window is
usually dark.
• The shape of the window is rectangular or parallelogram satisfying symmetry with a four-
sided shape.
• Shadows are bigger than the window or they are not rectangular in shape. The boundary line
of noise is not smooth.





Only regions including a window or windows are selected for the next segmentation process. To
this end, the given image is divided into small spatial regions and a checking process is executed to
find regions satisfying the following condition:
Np(I(
−→





k is a pixel vector and Np(·) is a function that indicates the total number of pixels satisfying
the given certain condition. Ith and N
p
th are an intensity threshold and the threshold of the number
of pixels, respectively. If a certain region satisfies condition (79) (i.e., if the total number of pixels
whose intensity are less than Ith is greater than the pre-defined N
p
th), the proposed curve evolution
algorithm is carried out. The computational time for segmentation is drastically reduced through
the above pre-processing.
5.3.2 Shape Analysis and Feature Extraction
After completing the segmentation process, several segmented contours become candidates as the
most likely windows. Since our images include unwanted objects whose shape is similar to a win-
dow, such as shadows, grass, mud, etc., shape analysis is an important process to filter out such
unexpected objects among them. First of all, we extract the connected set of boundary pixels of
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the selected candidate [91]. Since the lists provide information of the pixels defining the discrete
version of the closed contour, the connected components of each contour can be extracted by tracing
around the pixels in the lists. While doing this, we obtain the histogram of the orientation differ-
ence between previous and current pixels; it provides geometric characteristics of a curve, such as a
vertical-to-height ratio and a degree of symmetry. Now, we filter the unexpected objects out by mea-
suring the degree of similarity to the window according to some criteria mentioned in Section 5.3.1.
This method is simple and it does not require high computational cost though it provides enough
information for shape analysis for our tasks.
For the same purpose, one can use the methods described in [21] to measure degrees of rectangu-
larity and symmetry. For example, rectangularity can be defined as how shape can be approximated
by a minimum enclosing rectangle: Awin/Amer where Awin =
∫
φ(x)∈−1,−3 dx and Amer are the
area of the window and the minimum enclosing rectangle, respectively. Here, the minimum enclos-
ing rectangle is defined as the smallest rectangle enclosing the shape, which may not be oriented
with respect to coordinate axes. For the degree of symmetry, bilateral symmetry is estimated from
binary image representations. Its degree can be estimated by computing a difference between origi-
nal shape and its reflected superimposition. Reflection is carried out with respect to the line having
orientation of the first principal component or a major axis of shape.
After the completion of window detection, all of geometric information of the detected windows,
such as corner locations, areas, intensity value of the interior, and centroid, are calculated and
transferred to UAV system to estimate the location of windows in a 3D space. In this work, the
corner locations of windows are obtained by using information given by the change of orientation
between the connected points of a closed contour. The basic idea of this is to check how much
orientation changes while tracing around boundary points of a closed contour until returning to the
starting point. If the accumulated sum of radians until a current pixel is greater than π/2 , the pixel
becomes a corner point.
5.4 Experiments
The window detector was tested on both synthetic images from a simulation and real images from





Figure 36: Successful results of the proposed scheme for (a) a synthetic sequence from a simula-
tion program, and (b) and (c) outdoor sequences from IARC. Frame order: from left to right.
Figure 36. The algorithm detected multiple windows quickly and robustly, and it found their center
and corner points in real-time speed. The corner points and center point are marked by x-marks
and cross-hairs, respectively. The average processing time takes 0.0049sec/frame, which is enough
speed to track multiple windows in real-time sequences.
5.5 Chapter Conclusion
Level set methods provide useful properties to automatically deal with topological changes of curve
evolution. However it suffers from high computational cost that leads to limitation of a practical use
for real-time applications. Thus, to reduce the computational complexity in the level set framework,
we introduced the fast algorithm for level set based optimization proposed by Song and Chan [107]
and the fast pixel level curve evolution proposed by Shi and Karl [105]. Then, we combine the two
fast algorithms in the framework of Chan-Vese active contours. The proposed algorithm provides
enough speed and successful results to track multiple windows in real-time image sequences as
shown in our experiments in Section 5.4.
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However, the proposed window detector has limitations for some cases. For example, if the UAV
rapidly approaches a building, the proposed method may not detect a window because its size and
intensity value can dramatically change. In addition, if the shape of a shadow is similar to a window,
it is necessary to apply additional criteria to distinguish each other, such as geometric location or
the number of windows of the targeted building. In addition, the mean intensity separation model
of the Chan-Vese active contours used in this work often leads to incorrect segmentation because it
assumes that distributions are of unit variance. Thus, one can change or extend the energy model
according to the degree of image noise. For example, a Gaussian model or generalized histograms
could be considerable for more robust segmentation.
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CHAPTER VI
HUMAN BODY TRACKING AND JOINT ANGLE ESTIMATION FROM
MOBILE-PHONE VIDEO FOR CLINICAL ANALYSIS
In this chapter, we deal with rapid human motion in the context of object segmentation and visual
tracking. Specifically, we propose an algorithm for tracking human jumping motion and estimating
a joint angle of the knees for clinical analysis. Compared to general object tracking, tracking for
rapid human motion, such as jumping, dodging, and running, is not characterized by linear dynamic
models (e.g., a constant velocity model or a constant acceleration model). In this case, an approach
without a pre-defined motion model could be a more feasible solution. For example, the background
modeling and subtraction, or template learning and matching are methods based on iterative detec-
tion without using a motion model of an object. These methods can be exploited for tracking by
merging object detection of each frame in a sequence. In this chapter, we use an adaptive pixel-
color model to effectively detect an object of interest throughout a sequence; it allows the proposed
tracker to capture a time-varying distribution of appearance information of an object. More specifi-
cally, we segment interesting parts of a human body at each frame in the given sequence instead of
the use of a specific motion model, which is usually adopted in filtering based methods described
in the previous chapters. Moreover, we propose a model-free and marker-less approach for human
body tracking, which is applicable to a daily environment where no professional medical facilities
are available.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In the next section, we introduce the
work of this chapter and provide some related works to the proposed approach. In Section 6.2,
we describe the proposed algorithms for human body tracking and joint angle estimation. First, a
method for body part segmentation and partition is described. Next, eigen-axes based joint angle
estimation for clinical analysis is presented. In Section 6.3, the proposed algorithm was tested on
sequences taken from a consumer-level mobile phone. Lastly, we conclude this chapter and discuss
possible future research directions in Section 6.4. Much of this chapter is based on [58].
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6.1 Introduction and Related Work
Tracking a human body’s joint angle enables important clinical analysis for post-operative analysis
and prediction of a healthy subject’s likelihood of injury [46]. To enable such video-based estima-
tion in a minimally controlled environment with consumer-grade hardware, we present a model-free
and marker-less joint angle tracking and estimation method. By restricting the tracking task to the
body segments of interest and employing a dynamic online estimate of the color distribution, fast
and robust tracking results are obtained from a low signal-to-noise-ratio monocular camera source.
A vast number of tracking methods for a human body are proposed in literature [74]. Most
commonly, they adopt a explicit body model, such as a model built on a kinematic chain consisting
of conical sections [26] or a model composed of a set of kinematic and tapered cylinder shape [62].
To optimize the map of image-features to model, the work in [26] introduced annealed particle
filters suitable for high dimensional configuration spaces. In [62], data-driven MCMC technique is
proposed to estimate 3D poses showing the best model match. In contrast, our method is carried out
without explicitly using a body model and markers that can indicate and describe a human figure.
The motivating use-case for our proposed algorithm is a hand-held camera of a mobile phone in
a home or office setting. Accordingly, only a monocular camera can be used; approaches using
multiple cameras [10] are outside the scope of feasibility in common daily environments.
Noise and clutter in such an uncontrolled setting further complicates the already non-trivial
task of human body segmentation. Region-based active contours are a prevalent method for image
segmentation in the presence of noise [73]; they are generally formulated to evolve by gradient
descent. Methods based on active contour models show a robust result in segmenting a region of
interest from noisy backgrounds. While this approach will in many cases robustly segment a desired
region of interest from a cluttered background, it is highly sensitive to initialization and can easily
become stuck in a local minimum. In addition, this framework is not suitable in tracking a human
body with fast and blurred motion and dealing with the disappearance of some parts of a human
body due to narrow field-of-view of a phone camera. Therefore, we employ active contour models
for initialization of our tracking framework. Then, a dynamic color-model based segmentation is
proposed to properly segment a human body and maintain the track.
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Segmenting objects accurately and reliably requires a robust color model. Modeling the skin-
color is a challenge that must be addressed in marker-less human body segmentation: numerous
background objects, such as a wooden desk or white wall, in tandem with indoor lighting, make
skin regions very similar in pixel-value to portions of the background. During a video sequence,
the subject’s motion can dramatically change the apparent pixel-values due to overhead lights being
obscured by their arms, head, and torso; even for a specific human and environment, the observed
color values can fluctuate significantly. Most methods for the construction of a skin-color model that
robustly characterizes human skin under varying lighting conditions and skin tones rely on super-
vised training with several images before segmentation begins [85]. Naturally such an approach has
limitations: collecting and training with example images of skin is a time-consuming task and can-
not completely cover the possible range of a skin-color distribution. We propose an online adaptive
pixel-color model which captures the time-varying distributions of skin and clothing color.
6.2 Proposed Algorithm
6.2.1 Human Body Segmentation and Partitioning
The RGB (Red, Green, and Blue) representation of color images is most common but is not suit-
able for characterizing a skin-color region because the chrominance and luminance information are
correlated in the RGB space. Luminance has an effect on skin color according to the varying levels
of brightness. To overcome this, the robustness of several color spaces is analyzed in [101]. For
example, normalized RGB showing chromatic colors is effectively used for skin color segmenta-
tion [117]. In this present work, the combination space of a difference space (D) between a red
space (R) and a green space (G), and a saturation space (S) of a color image is used. This space pro-
vides a good indicator for some colors. In particular, skin color is well classified and its distribution
resides within [15, 90] in a D space via our empirical observations. We denote by I the image, by
I(·) the associated component (or space) of an image I . The image used in this work is defined as:
ID = IR − IG (80)
IS =
max(IR, IG, IB)−min(IR, IG, IB)
max(IR, IG, IB)
.
The proposed color model is statistically designed as a multivariate Gaussian distribution. The




Figure 37: Skin segmentation: (a) An original image. (b) A result using the proposed method
(left) and its smoothed result by a morphological filter (right). (c) A skin color model (left) and the
likelihood of skin for the image (right).





(m− µ)TΣc−1(m− µ) (81)
where µ ∈ R2 is a mean value vector for D and S spaces and Σc ∈ R2×2 is a covariance matrix.
The pixels from (81) are labeled as a foreground image of interest if they satisfy p(x|m) > cth.
Here cth is a user-defined constant for the threshold and is empirically selected as [0.3, 0.5] in our
experiments. Therefore, it produces an binary image, b(x), representing the segmented region as
1 and backgrounds as 0. The binary image is smoothed by a morphological filter, fs(·): b̄(x) =
b(x) ⊗ fs(·). The size of the filter depends on the noise present in the sequence. This allows
improved segmentation results in a highly cluttered environment. Since b̄(x) can be composed of
several pixel groups, for convenient notation, we let gi(x) be each labeled pixel group and its region
is denoted byRi. Figure 37 shows segmentation results of skin color by using the proposed method.
After segmentation based on the color model, the labeled regions are selected as each body part
of interest among several labeled regions by considering the centroid and the size of the previously
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(a) (b)
Figure 38: (a) Joint angles of interest at a side view (left) and a front view (right). (b) Joint angle
estimation using eigen-axes
segmented body parts as follows:
Ec













Here ‖ · ‖ is the Euclidean norm and cix ∈ R2 is the centroid of each labeled region Ri at a current
frame. cx(0) and g(0) is a centroid and a labeled group of the previously selected region, respec-
tively. The centroid of a labeled region is computed by the average value of the points’ coordinates
inside the region Ri [21]. A labeled region with the minimum energy Ec is selected as a region of
interest, such as torso, upper and lower legs.
6.2.2 Joint Analysis
The segmented human body can provide a human motion analyst with crucial information, such as
the joint angle between two pieces of limbs. The proposed method is designed to help an orthopedist
study healthy subjects and see the probability of injury based on posture of jumping and landing
and to study recovery in post-operative patients. To this end, joint angles of a human jumping and
landing are estimated in a daily environment where professional medical facilities are not available.
Some joint angles of interest in this work are shown in Figure 38 (a); angles between knees and toes,
and angles between a knee and a hip. Some minimal control of the experimental setup is assumed.
First, the human is instructed to jump either along a line in the camera plane side-view or facing the
lens front-view. With the narrow angle-of-view in the mobile-phone camera source, lens distortion
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Figure 39: Initialization process of tracking: (from left to right) initial contours, final contours,
and body part separation and interesting point detection, i.e., circle points and square points indicate
the centroid of each body part and joint points of interest, respectively.
is negligible. The individual is wearing some specific clothing (e.g. homogenously colored pants).
There is no constraint on a specific color or reflective markers.
In this work, eigen-axes are used for estimating joint angles between body parts because they
provide orientation information of the shape derived from a binary pixel group gi. Eigen-axes are
defined as the eigenvectors of a covariance matrix of all vectors representing the point coordinates
inside Ri [21]. Figure 38 (b) illustrates the method of calculating the angle between a upper leg and
a lower leg using a major principle axis. In Figure 38 (b), the angle is simply calculated by using
trigonometric functions: θ(·) = cos−1(
−→q · −→e ) × 180π where
−→q and −→e are a major principle axis
vector and a horizontal axis vector, respectively. A joint position is obtained from determining the
intersection point of boundaries of gi, the line defined with inclination θ(·), and a centroid cix.
6.2.3 Human Motion Tracking
Initialization to extract the color information of a human body that will be tracked is manually
achieved at the first frame of a sequence. To this end, one can use any type of segmentation methods,
such as region growing or active contour models. In our work, we use a region-based active contours
driven by Bhattacharyya gradient flow described in [73]. To use this, it is assumed that the human
body of interest is fully viewed within a camera view angle at the first frame. To generate the
color models for each color, initial contours are carefully located so that they evolve over objective
color regions. Figure 39 shows an initialization process at the first frame of a sequence shown in
Figure 41. Here two color models are generated. They are re-generated online for each frame during
a sequence to capture the time-varying distributions of colors, which is based on the result of the
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Figure 40: Schema summarizing the proposed human body tracking and joint angle estimation.
previous frame. The proposed tracking framework is described as follows:
(a) Initialize active contours and evolve them to define regions of interest at t = 0 where t is a time
step.
(b) Generate color models for each color region and filter the image from (81): p(x, t = 0|m).
(c) Segment and label a pixel group: gi(t).
(d) Compute the energy Eic for each labeled region g
i by using (83) to decompose the segmented
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human body into each body part of interest:









(e) Update color models based on the previously selected regions of each body part gi(t − 1):
p(x, t|m).
(f) Go to step c: t = t+ 1.
The schema of the proposed tracking framework is shown in Figure 40.
6.3 Experiments
The proposed algorithm was tested on sequences of human jumping and landing showing front and
side views of human motion in real environments. All sequences are taken from a low-resolution,
small-aperture, narrow field-of-view monocular camera built into a mobile phone in cluttered back-
grounds. Due to these properties of the used mobile-phone camera, the acquired images have high
noise and low quality. In addition, some parts of the tracked human body (in particular, the torso)
are out of camera view in some frames due to a narrow angle lens.
Figures 41 and 42 show the experimental results of the proposed algorithms for front and side
views of fast jumping and landing sequences, respectively. Acceptable segmentation and tracking
results are obtained and joint angles of interest are estimated to analyze jumping and landing posture.
Note that the quality of images is poor and the tested sequences show fast motion. To highlight the
effectiveness of the proposed dynamic color model in capturing the time-varying color distributions,
results by using a static color model acquired at the first frame are also shown in Figure 41. Figure 43
displays the graphs of joint angles of interest, θ1 and θ2, over the sequences shown in Figure 41
and 42, respectively.
6.4 Chapter Conclusion
In this chapter, we have shown an effective algorithm to track a human body and estimate its joint
angles by incorporating dynamic color-model based segmentation and eigen-axis based angle esti-
mation. No explicit human model and markers is needed in the proposed framework. The results
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of experiments showed robust performance of the proposed algorithm and applicability of a joint
angle analysis.
However, the proposed algorithm has some limitations that we intend to overcome in our future
work. Since the proposed algorithm largely depends on the segmented body parts to extract their
axis points and estimate joint angles, it is difficult to guarantee the accuracy of joint angles due to
missing or inaccurate segmentation. Thus, one can employ a 2D or 3D body model to complement
poor segmentation for the improvement of angle estimation.
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Figure 41: Sequence I: front-view jumping and landing posture. The torso partially disappears
while jumping as a consequence of narrow angle-of-view. Incident overhead lighting greatly varies
during the sequence. Bottom row: results using a static color model.
Figure 42: Sequence II: side-view jumping and landing posture. There is a disappearance of arms
and head from the frame during the sequence. The dynamic color model adapts to observed pixel
values.
Figure 43: Graphs of estimated angles of the sequences of Figure 41 (top) and the sequences of
Figure 42 (bottom). A circled line and a squared line denote the angle of θ1 and θ2 of each viewpoint,
respectively. Their reference angles are denoted by a solid line and a dotted line, respectively.




In this thesis, we proposed novel algorithms for object tracking and pose estimation. All tracking
frameworks proposed in this thesis are based on or inspired by variational methods such as geomet-
ric active contours and the Bayesian inference with the Monte Carlo methods such as particle filters.
Moreover, several techniques are adopted to deal with challenging and real tracking scenarios to ro-
bustly track the object and to continuously maintain its track. In particular, the proposed algorithms
were designed to show the potential in handling partial occlusions and target reacquisition during
tracking by incorporating 2D or 3D shape information of the object and exploiting the systematic
control of the particle filters in the context of visual tracking. Additionally, we introduced the fast
level-set based algorithm applicable to real-time applications in which the contour-based tracker
using the level set methods was improved in terms of computational complexity. We also presented
a model-free and marker-less method using a dynamic color model for tracking the human body
with rapid motion; in this case, a dynamics for the motion is not available. The contributions of this
thesis are summarized below.
In Chapter 3, we proposed a reliable algorithm to track a deformable object in a time-varying
sequence of 3D range data by combining particle filtering and geometric active contours. In this
algorithm, the depth maps are statically or dynamically reconstructed to improve the segmentation
process of the region-based active contours. In addition, this work presented an on-line shape learn-
ing and matching method based on PCA to reacquire track of an object in the event that it disappears
from the field of view and reappears later.
In Chapter 4, we proposed an approach to jointly track the location of a rigid object in 2D and
to estimate its pose in 3D from a 2D image sequence. First, we proposed a Monte Carlo based
sampling method to estimate a 3D transformation matrix for 2D-3D pose tracking. In addition, we
used prior knowledge of a 3D model of an object to improve the tracking performance. Next, we
employed particle filtering to generate and propagate the translation and rotation parameters in a
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decoupled manner. Moreover, we developed a scheme for occlusion detection and handling based
on controlling of the degree of dependencies between predictions and measurements of the tracking
system. This scheme allows the tracker to continuously track the object in the presence of severe
occlusions. For this scenario, the region-based energy is usually not appropriate.
In Chapter 5, we proposed a fast level set based algorithm applicable to real-time applications.
To reduce the computational complexity of curve evolution in the level set framework, we intro-
duced the fast algorithm for level set based optimization, and the fast level set based on pixel level
curve evolution. Then, we combined the two fast algorithms in the framework of the Chan-Vese
active contour model. This tracker successfully detected the multiple windows in a real-time image
sequence.
In Chapter 6, we showed an effective algorithm to track a human body and estimate its joint
angles by incorporating dynamic color-model based segmentation and eigen-axis based angle esti-
mation. Since the proposed framework was independent of specific motion models, explicit human
models, and markers, it is simple and applicable for processing videos from consumer-level cam-
eras. The results of the experiments showed robust performance of the proposed algorithm for joint
angle analysis in a clinical setting.
Most of the novel frameworks proposed in this thesis were applied to object tracking and pose
estimation. However, besides suggestions mentioned in each chapter, they could be further applied
to various applications in computer vision. For example, the proposed algorithms could be used
for the development of human gesture recognition. This system often uses a depth-aware camera
to generate a depth map so that it can track a 3D pose of the face or hand. However, the face or
hand easily disappears from the field of view due to the narrow angle-of-view of the camera. Thus,
the weighting scheme of stereo data and target reacquisition method proposed in Chapter 3 can be
effectively applied to the system for robust tracking of the face or hand. Another application for
further research would include an object retrieval and classification system in the context of image
and video search. In this case, using a 3D shape prior and 2D-3D pose estimation introduced in
Chapter 4 can be useful because an object appears in various poses in an image. In addition, this
system can be extended to a search system for a non-rigid object by exploiting multiple 3D shapes
of the object to capture its wide range of deformations.
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Many of researchers have made every efforts and are still studying to understand a human visual
system and to design an artificial vision system similar to it. We believe that visual tracking is one
of the most important and fundamental technologies in the field of computer vision and it could
naturally allow us to better understand the human visual system. Finally, we conclude this thesis as
hoping that it has made a contribution (even though it is small) towards the research on computer
vision and visual tracking.
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APPENDIX A
DERIVATIONS OF THE GRADIENT FLOW FOR REGION-BASED ACTIVE
CONTOURS
In this appendix, detailed computations of the gradient flow for region-based active contours, which
is introduced in Chapter 2, are presented. Let an energy that minimizes a particular function f inside





where x = (x, y). Given F(x) that is a vector field chosen so that ∇ · F(x) = f(x), from the





< F, N > ds (85)
where N denotes the unit normal of C, ds is the Euclidean arc length element.
First, we rewrite (85) in terms of a fixed parameterization p ∈ [0, 1] of the curve C, which is











< F, JCp > dp (86)





. Here ds = ‖Cp‖ dp and N = JCp‖Cp‖ . Now, by
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Now, using the integration by parts, the second term of (87) becomes∫ 1
0




















where the first term of (89) is zero because C(0) = C(1) for a parameterized closed curve, and thus






























































































































〈Ct, fN〉 ds. (92)




Note that N is the outward normal and the flow depends only upon f , not a particular choice for F.









where fin and fout are for the regions, R and Rc, which are enclosed inside and outside the curve
C, respectively. Straightforwardly, one can derive the following gradient descent flow of C from
the equations above by the same fashion:
∂C
∂t
= −(fin − fout)N. (95)
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APPENDIX B
ACTIVE CONTOURS DRIVEN BY THE BHATTACHARYYA GRADIENT FLOW
In this appendix, detailed computations of the Bhattacharyya gradient flow in the level set frame-
work, which is used in Chapter 3, are presented. In level set methods, a closed curveC is represented
as the zero level set of a higher dimensional function φ : R2 → R, which is typically chosen to be
a signed distance function such that φ < 0 inside C and φ > 0 outside C. Therefore, the curve can
be described by an implicit surface:
C = {x | φ(x) ≡ 0, x ∈ Ω} (96)
where Ω is the domain of an image I(x): R2 → Z which is mapping to the photometric variable
z ∈ Z from the image plane. The Bhattacharyya distance between two probability density functions
(pdfs), Pi and Po, is defined by







The Bhattacharyya coefficient B varies between 0 and 1 (0 indicates complete mismatch while
1 represents perfect similarity). Here, Pi and Po are pdfs defined inside and outside curve C,










which are the nonparametric kernel density estimates of two pdfs of z for a given kernelK. Popular
choices for the kernel K are either Gaussian Kernel or the Dirac delta function. Now, let H(·) be
the Heaviside step function defined as
H(φ) =

1, for φ ≥ 0,
0, for φ < 0.
(100)
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(K(z − I(x))− Po(z)) (102)
where δ(·) is the delta function, andAi andAo are the areas inside and outside the segmenting curve,
respectively, i.e., Ai =
∫
ΩH(−φ(x))dx and Ao =
∫
ΩH(φ(x))dx. The first variation of (98) with







































































Now we have the gradient flow of φ for the level set evolution minimizing (98) by introducing an






In (105), the first term and the second term determine the global moving direction for the entire
curve and the local evolution direction, respectively.
To alleviate the degree of sensitivity to measurement noises or errors in the data, a regularizing
term is added to constrain the curve length for smooth evolution. Thus, the optimal level set function
is given by







where α is a user defined regularization constant (α > 0) and ∇ denotes the gradient. The final




= δ(φ)(ακ− S) (108)
where the curvature of the evolving curve, κ, is given by the divergence of the gradient of the level
set function φ : κ = div{ ∇φ‖∇φ‖}. The gradient flow in (108) will converge when the curve’s interior
and exterior distributions, i.e., Pi and Po, are maximally different.
For the numerical support of the level set evolution, smooth approximations of the delta function







1 + cos πφε
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1, for φ > ε,












where ε is the user-defined parameter.
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APPENDIX C
DERIVATIONS OF THE GRADIENT FLOW FOR REGION-BASED ENERGY
FUNCTIONAL WITH RESPECT TO 3D POSE PARAMETERS
In this appendix, detailed computations of the gradient descent flow for the region-based energy
functional E, which is used in Chapter 4, are presented. The choice of notation and terminology
follows those defined in Chapter 4. The objective energy functional based on region-based active








where ro : χ, Ω 7→ R and rb : χ, Ω 7→ R are functions measuring the visual consistency of the
image pixels with a statistical model over the regions R and Rc, respectively. Here, χ is the space
that corresponds to photometric variable of interest. If we use the log-likelihood function, we have
ro = log(Po), rb = log(Pb) (112)
where Po and Pb are the probability density functions of the pixels inside and outside the segmenting











































For gray-scale images, µo/b and Σo/b are scalars and for color images, µo/b ∈ R3 and Σo/b ∈ R3×3
are vectors and matrices. Now, we define ro and rb from equations above as
ro = − log(Σo)−
(I(x)− µo)2
Σo





The partial differentials of E with respect to the 3D pose parameters, λ = [λ1, . . . , λ6]T =
[tx, ty, tz, ω1, ω2, ω3]


































where ŝ is the arc-length parameterization of the silhouette ĉ and n̂ is the (outward) normal to the
curve at x. Each term of (117) can be computed as follows:





































Here n̂ = J t̂ = J ∂ĉ∂ŝ and ĉ = π(C). Since X = [X,Y, Z]
T is the coordinates of a point in




















 Z 0 −X
0 Z −Y
 . (119)




































































Here, the point X belongs to the occluding curve C. The vector t = ∂X∂s is the tangent to the
curve C at the point X. Since the vectors t and X belong to the tangent plane to S at X. Thus
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∂X
∂s ×X = ‖X‖N sin(θ), with θ = (t̂,X) the angle between t and X. A necessary condition


























Hence, since the second fundamental form II(t,X) = 0, the vectors t and X are conjugate
(see [28]). Hence, using the Euler formula, we have K sin2(θ) = κXκt where K is the
Gaussian curvature, and κX and κt denote the normal curvatures in the directions X and t at
X ∈ S, respectively. Now, by inserting sin(θ) =
√
κXκt


























































































































































































































































• The third term in (117): The third term collapses with similar approaches to the computation










dΩ = 0. (127)
Finally, by inserting ro and rb in (116) into (117), and using (123), (124), and (127), we have




































can be computed for the evolution of the pose parameter λi which is a
translation parameter (i = 1, 2, 3) or a rotation parameter (i = 4, 5, 6):














































































 in exponential coordinates.
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